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CAYLEY GRAPHS OF ORDER 6pq ARE HAMILTONIAN
FARZAD MAGHSOUDI
Abstract. Assume G is a finite group, such that |G| “ 6pq or 7pq, where p and q are
distinct prime numbers, and let S be a generating set of G. We prove there is a Hamiltonian
cycle in the corresponding Cayley graph CaypG;Sq.
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1. Introduction
All graphs in this paper are undirected.
Definition 1.1 (cf. [11, p. 34]). Let S be a subset of a finite group G. The Cayley graph
CaypG;Sq is the graph whose vertices are elements of G, with an edge joining g and gs, for
every g P G and s P S.
There have been many papers on the topic of Hamiltonian cycles in Cayley graphs, but
it is still an open question whether every connected Cayley graph has a Hamiltonian cycle.
(See survey papers [5, 23, 20] for more information. We ignore the trivial counterexamples
on 1 or 2 vertices.) The following result combines the main result of this paper with the
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previous work of several authors (C. C. Chen and N. Quimpo [2], S. J. Curran, J. Morris
and D. W. Morris [6], E. Ghaderpour and D. W. Morris [9, 10], D. Jungreis and E. Friedman
[13], Kutnar et al. [15], K. Keating and D. Witte [14], D. Li [16], D. W. Morris and K. Wilk
[19], and D. Witte [22]).
Theorem 1.2 ([15, 19, 22]). Let G be a finite group. Every connected Cayley graph on G
has a Hamiltonian cycle if |G| has any of the following forms (where p, q, and r are distinct
primes):
(1) kp, where 1 ď k ď 47,
(2) kpq, where 1 ď k ď 7,
(3) pqr,
(4) kp2, where 1 ď k ď 4,
(5) kp3, where 1 ď k ď 2,
(6) pk, where 1 ď k ă 8.
The new part of Theorem 1.2 is the upper bound in (2). Previously, that part of the
result was only known for 1 ď k ď 5, but we improve this condition: we show that 5 can be
replaced with 7. The hard part is when k “ 6:
Theorem 1.3. Assume G is a finite group of order 6pq, where p and q are distinct prime
numbers. Then every connected Cayley graph on G contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
This generalizes [10], which considered only the case where q “ 5. The proof takes up all
of Section 3, after some preliminaries in Section 2.
Unlike Theorem 1.3, the following observation follows easily from known results, and may
be known to experts. The proof is on page 7.
Proposition 1.4. Assume G is a finite group of order 7pq, where p and q are distinct prime
numbers. Then every connected Cayley graph on G contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
The Introduction of the author’s masters thesis [17] provides additional background and
a description of the methods that are used in the proof of the main theorem.
2. Preliminaries
This section establishes basic terminology and notation, and proves a number of technical
results that will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. In particular, it is shown we may
assume that |G| is square-free, so the Sylow subgroups of G are C2, C3, Cp, and Cq, and that
|G1| has precisely 2 prime factors, so G1 is either Cp ˆ Cq or C3 ˆ Cp.
2.1. Basic notation and definitions. Throughout the paper, we have used standard ter-
minology of graph theory and group theory that can be found in textbooks, such as [11, 12].
The following notation is used through the paper:
‚ The commutator of g and h is denoted by rg, hs “ ghg´1h´1.
‚ We will always let G1 “ rG,Gs be the commutator subgroup of G.
‚ We define G “ G{G1, g “ gG1 for any g P G, and S “ tg; g P Su for any S Ď G.
‚ CG1pSq denotes the centralizer of S in G
1.
‚ G˙H denotes a semidirect product of groups G and H .
‚ D2n denotes the dihedral group of order 2n.
‚ e denotes the identity element of G.
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‚ For S Ď G, a sequence ps1, s2, . . . , snq of elements of S Y S
´1 specifies the walk in
the Cayley graph CaypG;Sq that visits the vertices: e, s1, s1s2, . . . , s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn. Also,
ps1, s2, . . . , snq
´1 “ ps´1n , s
´1
n´1, . . . , s
´1
1
q.
‚ We use ps1, s2, . . . , snq to denote the image of this walk in the quotient CaypG{G
1;Sq
“ CaypG;Sq.
‚ For k P Z`, we use ps1, s2, . . . , smq
k to denote the concatenation of k copies of the
sequence ps1, s2, . . . , smq.
‚ p and q are distinct prime numbers.
‚ Cn denotes the cyclic group of order n. When |G| “ 6pq and it is square free (as is
usually the case in Section 3), the Sylow subgroups are C2, C3, Cp, and Cq. Also, the
commutator subgroup G1 will usually be either Cp ˆ Cq or C3 ˆ Cp, so Cp is a normal
subgroup and either Cq or C3 is also a normal subgroup.
‚ pG “ G{Cp, we also let qG “ G{Cq when Cq is a normal subgroup, and let ÐÑG “ G{C3
when C3 is a normal subgroup.
‚ We let a2, a3, γp, and aq be elements of G that generate C2, C3, Cp, and Cq, respectively.
2.2. Basic methods. In this subsection we explain some of the key ideas in the proof of
our main result (Theorem 1.3).
It is easy to see that CaypG;Sq is connected if and only if S generates G ([11, Lemma
3.7.4]). Also, if S is a subset of S0, then CaypG;Sq is a subgraph of CaypG;S0q that contains
all of the vertices. Therefore, in order to show that every connected Cayley graph on G
contains a Hamiltonian cycle, it suffices to consider CaypG;Sq, where S is a generating set
that is minimal, which means that no proper subset of S generates G.
The following well known (and easy) result handles the case of Theorem 1.3 where G is
abelian.
Lemma 2.2.1 ([3, Corollary on page 257]). Assume G is an abelian group. Then every
connected Cayley graph on G has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Note CaypC2; tauq is a Cayley graph with two vertices, where C2 “ xay. We consider pa, aq
as its Hamiltonian cycle which is:
e
a
Ñ a
a
Ñ a2 “ e.
Although graph theorists would not typically consider this a cycle, it satisfies the basic
property of visiting each vertex exactly once. In some of our inductive proofs, we require a
Hamiltonian cycle in a Cayley graph on a quotient group. When this quotient group is C2,
this Hamiltonian cycle provide the structure we need for our inductive arguments to work.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Marusˇicˇ [18], Durnberger [7, 8], and Keating-Witte [14]). If the commu-
tator subgroup G1 of G is a cyclic p-group, then every connected Cayley graph on G has a
Hamiltonian cycle.
Theorem 2.2.3 (Chen-Quimpo [4]). Let v and w be two distinct vertices of a connected
Cayley graph CaypG;Sq. Assume G is abelian, |G| is odd, and the valency of CaypG;Sq is
at least 3. Then CaypG;Sq has a Hamiltonian path that starts at v and ends at w.
The following lemma (and its corollary) often provide a way to lift this Hamiltonian cycle
to a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Before stating the results, we introduce a useful piece
of notation.
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Notation 2.2.4. Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G, and C “ ps1, s2, . . . , snq is a walk in
CaypG;Sq. If the walk ps1N, s2N, . . . , snNq in CaypG{N ;SN{Nq is closed, then its voltage is
the product VpCq “ s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn. This is an element of N . In particular, if C “ ps1, s2, . . . , snq
is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG, Sq, then VpCq “ s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn.
Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 ([23, Section 2.2]). Suppose:
‚ S is a generating set of G,
‚ N is a cyclic normal subgroup of G,
‚ G “ G{N ,
‚ C “ ps1, s2, . . . , snq is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG{N ;Sq, and
‚ the voltage VpCq generates N .
Then there is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq.
Corollary 2.2.6 ([10, Corollary 2.3]). Suppose:
‚ S is a generating set of G,
‚ N is a normal subgroup of G, such that |N | is prime,
‚ sN “ tN for some s, t P S with s ‰ t, and
‚ there is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG{N ;Sq that uses at least one edge labeled s.
Then there is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq.
Lemma 2.2.7. Assume G “ H ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq, where G
1 “ Cp ˆ Cq, and let S be a generating
set of G. As usual, let G “ G{G1 – H. Assume there is a unique element c of S that is not
in H ˙ Cq, and C is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq such that c occurs precisely once in
C. Then the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp.
Proof. Write C “ ps1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , snq, and let H
` “ H ˙ Cq. By assumption, there is a unique
k, such that sk “ c, and all other elements of S are in H
`. Therefore,
VpCq “ s1s2...sn P H
` ¨H` ¨ ¨ ¨H` ¨ c ¨H` ¨H` ¨ ¨ ¨H` “ H`cH`.
Since c R H`, we conclude that VpCq R H`.
On the other hand, since VpCq is an element of G1 “ CpˆCq, we have VpCq “ a
i
qγ
j
p P H
`γjp.
Since VpCq R H`, this implies j ı 0 pmod pq, so xaiqγ
j
py contains Cp. 
Definition 2.2.8. The Cartesian product X1 ˝ X2 of graphs X1 and X2 is a graph such
that the vertex set of X1 ˝ X2 is V pX1q ˆ V pX2q “ tpv, v
1q; v P V pX1q, v
1 P V pX2qu, and two
vertices pv1, v2q and pv
1
1
, v1
2
q are adjacent in X1 ˝ X2 if and only if either
‚ v1 “ v
1
1
and v2 is adjacent to v
1
2
in X2 or
‚ v2 “ v
1
2
and v1 is adjacent to v
1
1
in X1.
Lemma 2.2.9 ([4, Lemma 5 on page 28]). The Cartesian product of a path and a cycle is
Hamiltonian.
Corollary 2.2.10 (cf. [4, Corollary on page 29]). The Cartesian product of two Hamiltonian
graphs is Hamiltonian.
Lemma 2.2.11 ([15, Lemma 2.27]). Let S generate the finite group G, and let s P S, such
that xsy ŸG. If CaypG{xsy;Sq has a Hamiltonian cycle, and either
(1) s P ZpGq , or
(2) ZpGq X xsy “ teu,
then CaypG;Sq has a Hamiltonian cycle.
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2.3. Some facts from group theory. In this subsection we state some facts in group
theory, which are used to prove our main result. The following lemma often makes it possible
to use Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 for nding Hamiltonian cycles in connected Cayley graphs
of G.
Lemma 2.3.1 ([6, Corollary 4.4]). Assume G “ xa, by and G1 is cyclic. Then G1 “ xra, bsy.
Corollary 2.3.2. Assume G “ xa, by and gcdpk, |a|q “ 1, where k P Z, and G1 is cyclic.
Then G1 “ xrak, bsy.
Lemma 2.3.3. Assume G “ pCpˆ Cqq˙ pCr ˆ Ctq, where p, q, r and t are distinct primes. If
|a| “ pq, then |a| “ pq.
Proof. Suppose |a| ‰ pq. Without loss of generality, assume |a| is divisible by r. Then (after
replacing a by a conjugate) the abelian group xay contains Cp ˆ Cq and Cr, so Cr centralizes
Cp ˆ Cq. Since Cr also centralizes Ct, this implies that Cr Ď ZpGq. This contradicts the fact
that G1 X ZpGq “ teu (see Proposition 2.3.6(2)). 
Lemma 2.3.4 ([21, Exercise 19 on page 4]). Assume |G| “ 2k, where k is odd. Then G has
a subgroup of index 2.
Corollary 2.3.5. Assume |G| “ 2k, where k is odd. Then |G1| is odd.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.4, there is a normal subgroup H of G such that rG : Hs “ 2. Now
since G{H has order 2, then G{H is abelian, so G1 Ď H . Therefore, |G1| is odd. 
Proposition 2.3.6 ([12, Theorem 9.4.3 on page 146], cf. [10, Lemma 2.11]). Assume |G| is
square-free. Then:
(1) G1 and G{G1 are cyclic,
(2) ZpGq XG1 “ teu,
(3) G – Cn ˙G
1, for some n P Z`,
(4) If b and γ are elements of G such that xbG1y “ G{G1 and xγy “ G1, then xb, γy “ G,
and there are integers m, n, and τ , such that |γ| “ m, |b| “ n, bγb´1 “ γτ , mn “ |G|,
gcdpτ ´ 1, mq “ 1, and τn ” 1 pmod mq.
Notation 2.3.7. For τ as defined in Proposition 2.3.6(4), we use τ´1 to denote the inverse
of τ modulo m (so τ´1 ” τn´1 pmod mq).
2.4. Cayley graphs that contain a Hamiltonian cycle. In this subsection we show that
there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in some special connected Cayley graphs. The following
proposition shows that in our proof of Theorem 1.3 we can assume |G| is square-free, since
the cases where |G| is not square-free have already been dealt with. At the end of this
subsection we prove the Proposition 1.4.
Proposition 2.4.1. Assume:
‚ |G| “ 6pq, where p and q are distinct prime numbers, and
‚ |G| is not square-free (i.e. tp, qu X t2, 3u ‰ H).
Then every connected Cayley graph on G has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume q P t2, 3u. Then |G| P t12p, 18pu. There-
fore, Theorem 1.2(1) applies. 
Proposition 2.4.2 ([24, Proposition 5.5]). If n is divisible by at most 3 distinct primes,
then every Cayley diagram in D2n has a Hamiltonian cycle.
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The following proposition demonstrates that we can assume |G1| in Theorem 1.3 is a
product of two distinct prime numbers.
Proposition 2.4.3. Assume |G| “ 2pqr, where p, q and r are distinct odd prime numbers.
Now if |G1| P t1, pqru or |G1| is prime, then every connected Cayley graph on G has a
Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. If |G1| “ 1, then G1 “ teu. So G is an abelian group. Therefore, Lemma 2.2.1 applies.
Now if |G1| is prime, then Theorem 2.2.2 applies. Finally, if |G1| “ pqr, then
G “ C2 ˙ pCp ˆ Cq ˆ Crq – D2pqr.
So Proposition 2.4.2 applies. 
The next theorem tells us that if we have a finite group that can be broken into a semidirect
product of two cyclic subgroups, then there is a Hamiltonian cycle in the connected Cayley
graph of this group that comes from the generators of the factors.
Theorem 2.4.4 (B. Alspach [1, Corollary 5.2]). If G “ xsy ˙ xty, for some elements s and
t of G, then CaypG; ts, tuq has a Hamiltonian cycle.
The following lemmas show that some special Cayley graphs have a Hamiltonian cycle,
and we use these facts in Section 3 in order to prove our main result.
Lemma 2.4.5. Assume G “ pC2ˆ Crq˙G
1, and G1 “ Cpˆ Cq, where p, q and r are distinct
prime numbers and let S “ ta, bu be a generating set of G. Additionally, assume |a| P t2, 2ru,
|b| “ r and gcdp|b|, r ´ 1q “ 1. Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. We have C “ pb
r´1
, a, b
´pr´1q
, a´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we
calculate its voltage
VpCq “ br´1ab´pr´1qa´1 “ rbr´1, as.
Since gcdp|b|, r ´ 1q “ 1, then by Lemma 2.3.2 we have rbr´1, as “ G1. Therefore, Factor
Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. 
Lemma 2.4.6 (cf. [10, Case 2 of proof of Theorem 1.1, pages 3619-3620]). Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ Crq ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ pS is a minimal generating set of pG “ G{Cp,
‚ Cr centralizes Cq,
‚ C2 inverts Cq.
Then, CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Lemma 2.4.7 ([10, Lemma 2.6]). Assume:
‚ G “ xay ˙ xS0y, where xS0y is an abelian subgroup of odd order,
‚ |pS0 Y S
´1
0
q| ě 3, and
‚ xS0y has a nontrivial subgroup H, such that H ŸG and H X ZpGq “ teu.
Then CaypG;S0 Y tauq has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Lemma 2.4.8 ([10, Lemma 2.9]). If G “ D2pqˆCr, where p, q and r are distinct odd primes,
then every connected Cayley graph on G has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Now we prove the Proposition 1.4 which is on page 2.
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Proof of Proposition 1.4. If p ‰ 7 and q ‰ 7, then Theorem 1.2(3) applies. So we may
assume q “ 7, which means |G| “ 49p (and p ‰ 7). We may also assume that G is not
abelian, for otherwise Lemma 2.2.1 applies.
If a Sylow p-subgroup P of G is normal, then |G{P | “ 49, so the quotient G{P is
abelian. (Because if q is prime, then every group of order q2 is abelian). Therefore, since P is
normal and G{P is abelian, then G1 is contained in P . So |G1| “ p. Therefore, Theorem 2.2.2
applies.
Now we may assume P is not normal in G. Then by Sylow’s Theorem, np|49 and np ” 1
pmod pq, where np is the number of Sylow p-subgroups in G. Thus, p P t2, 3u, so |G| P
t14q, 21qu. Therefore, Theorem 1.2(1) applies. 
2.5. Some specific sets that generate G. This Subsection presents a few results that
provide conditions under which certain 2-element subsets generate G. Obviously, no 3-
element minimal generating set can contain any of these subsets.
Lemma 2.5.1. Assume G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ G
1, and G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq. Also, assume CG1pC3q “ Cq
and Cq Ę CG1pC2q. If pa, bq is one of the following ordered pairs
(1) pa3aq, a2a
j
3
akqγpq,
(2) pa2a3, a
j
3
akqγpq, where k ı 0 pmod qq,
(3) pa2a3aq, a
j
3
akqγpq, where k ı 0 pmod qq,
(4) pa2a3aq, a2a
j
3
akqγpq, where k ı 1 pmod qq,
then xa, by “ G.
Proof. It is easy to see that pa, bq “ G, so it suffices to show that xa, by contains Cp and Cq.
Thus, it suffices to show that G˘ and qG are nonabelian, where G˘ “ G{pC3 ˙ Cpq – D2q andqG “ G{Cq.
Since a3 does not centralize Cp, it is clear in each of p1q´ p4q that qa does not centralize γp
(and γp is one of the factors in qb), so qG is not abelian.
The pair pa˘, b˘q is either paq, a2a
k
q q, pa2, a
k
q q where k ı 0 pmod qq, pa2aq, a
k
q q where k ı 0
pmod qq, or pa2aq, a2a
k
q q where k ı 1 pmod qq. Each of these is either a reflection and
a nontrivial rotation or two different reflections, and therefore generates the (nonabelian)
dihedral group D2q “ G˘. 
Lemma 2.5.2. Assume G “ pC2ˆ C3q˙G
1, and G1 “ Cpˆ Cq. Also, assume CG1pC3q “ teu.
If pa, bq is one of the following ordered pairs
(1) pa2a3, a
i
2
a
j
3
akqγpq, where k ı 0 pmod qq,
(2) pa3aq, a2a
j
3
γpq, where j ı 0 pmod 3q,
(3) pa3, a2a
j
3
akqγpq, where k ı 0 pmod qq,
(4) pa2a3aq, a
i
2
a
j
3
γpq, where j ı 0 pmod 3q,
then xa, by “ G.
Proof. It is easy to see that pa, bq “ G, so it suffices to show that xa, by contains Cp and Cq.
we need to show that pG and qG are nonabelian, where pG “ G{Cp and qG “ G{Cq, as usual.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.5.1, since a3 does not centralize Cp, it is clear in each of
p1q´ p4q that qa does not centralize γp (and γp is one of the factors in qb), so qG is not abelian.
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In p1q´ p4q, aq appears in one of the generators in ppa,pbq, but not the other, and the other
generator does have an occurrence of a3. Since a3 does not centralize aq, this implies that pG
is not abelian. 
Lemma 2.5.3. Assume G “ pC2 ˆ Cqq ˙ G
1, and G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp. Also, assume CG1pCqq “ C3
and C3 Ę CG1pC2q. If pa, bq is one of the following ordered pairs
(1) pa2aq, a
i
2
ajqa
k
3
γpq, where k ı 0 pmod qq,
(2) paqa3, a2a
j
qa
k
3
γpq,
(3) pai
2
amq a3, a2a
j
qγpq, where m ı 0 pmod qq,
then G “ xa, by.
Proof. It is easy to see that pa, bq “ G, so it suffices to show that xa, by contains Cp and
C3. We need to show that G˘ and
ÐÑ
G are nonabelian, where G˘ “ G{pCq ˙ Cpq – D6 and
ÐÑ
G “ G{C3.
In each of p1q´p4q, aq appears inÐÑa , and γp appears in
ÐÑ
b (but not inÐÑa ). Since aq does
not centralize γp, this implies that
ÐÑ
G is not abelian.
In each of p1q´p4q, pÐÑa ,
ÐÑ
b q consists of either a reflection and a nontrivial rotation or two
different reflections, so it generates the (nonabelian) dihedral group D6 “
ÐÑ
G . 
3. Proof of the Main Result
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3, which is the main result. We are given a generating
set S of a finite group G of order 6pq, where p and q are distinct prime numbers, and we
wish to show CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle. The proof is a long case-by-case
analysis. (See Figures 1, 2 and 3 for outlines of the many cases that are considered.) Here
are our main assumptions through the whole section.
Assumption 3.0.1. We assume:
(1) p, q ą 7, otherwise Theorem 1.2(1) applies.
(2) |G| is square-free, otherwise Proposition 2.4.1 applies.
(3) G1 X ZpGq “ teu, by Proposition 2.3.6(2).
(4) G – Cn ˙G
1, by Proposition 2.3.6(3).
(5) |G1| P tpq, 3pu, by Corollary 2.3.5.
(6) For every element s P S, |s| ‰ 1. Otherwise, if |s| “ 1, then s P G1, so G1 “ xsy or
|s| is prime. In each case CaypG{xsy;Sq has a Hamiltonian cycle by part 2 or 3 of
Theorem 1.2. By Assumption 3.0.1(3), xsyXZpGq “ teu, therefore, Lemma 2.2.11(2)
applies.
(7) S is a minimal generating set of G. (Note that S must generate G, for otherwise
CaypG;Sq is not connected. Also, in order to show that every connected Cayley
graph on G contains a Hamiltonian cycle, it suffices to consider CaypG;Sq, where S
is a generating set that is minimal.)
3.1. Assume |S| “ 2 and G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 2 and G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq.
Recall G “ G{G1 and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.1.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
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I. |S| “ 2
A. G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq (Section 3.1).
1. S is a minimal generating set.
2. S is not a minimal generating set.
B. G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp (Section 3.2).
1. |a| “ |b| “ 2q.
2. |a| “ q.
3. |a| “ 2q and |b| “ 2.
4. None of the previous cases apply.
Figure 1. Outline of the cases in the proof of Theorem 1.3 where |S| “ 2
II. |S| “ 3.
A. G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq.
a. CG1pC3q ‰ teu or pS is minimal.
i. CG1pC3q ‰ teu (Section 3.3).
1. a “ a2 and b “ aqa3.
2. a “ a2 and b “ a2aqa3.
3. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
4. a “ a2a3 and b “ aqa3.
5. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
ii. pS is minimal (Section 3.4).
1. CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq.
2. CG1pC2q “ Cq.
3. CG1pC2q “ Cp.
4. CG1pC2q “ teu.
b. CG1pC3q “ teu and pS is not min-
imal.
i. CG1pC2q “ CpˆCq (Section 3.5).
1. a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
2. a “ a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
3. a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq.
4. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
5. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
ii. CG1pC2q ‰ teu (Section 3.6).
1. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
2. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
3. a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq.
4. a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
iii. CG1pC2q “ teu (Section 3.7).
1. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
2. a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
3. a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq.
4. a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
B. G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp. (Section 3.8).
1. a “ a2aq and b “ a2a
m
q a3.
2. a “ a2aq and b “ a2a3.
3. a “ a2aq and b “ a
m
q a3.
4. a “ a2 and b “ aqa3.
Figure 2. Outline of the cases in the proof of Theorem 1.3 where |S| “ 3
III. |S| ě 4 (Section 3.9). This part of the proof applies whenever |G| “ pqrt with p, q, r,
and t distinct primes.
1. |G1| has only two prime factors.
2. |G1| has three prime factors.
Figure 3. Outline of the cases in the proof of Theorem 1.3 where |S| ě 4
‚ |S| “ 2.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, bu. For every s P S, |s| ‰ 1, by Assumption 3.0.1(6).
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Case 1. Assume S is minimal. Then |a|, |b| P t2, 3u. When |a| “ |b| “ 2 or |a| “ |b| “ 3,
then G ‰ xa, by. Therefore, G ‰ xa, by which contradicts the fact that G “ xa, by. So we
may assume |a| “ 2 and |b| “ 3. Since |b| P t3, 3p, 3q, 3pqu, then gcdp|b|, 2q “ 1. Thus,
Lemma 2.4.5 applies.
Case 2. Assume S is not minimal. Then t|a|, |b|u is either t6, 2u, t6, 3u, or t6u. We may
assume |a| “ 6.
Subcase 2.1. Assume |b| “ 2. So we have b “ a3, then b “ a3γ, where G1 “ xγy (oth-
erwise xa, by “ xa, a3γy “ xa, γy ‰ G which contradicts the fact that G “ xa, by). Now
by Proposition 2.3.6(4), we have τ P Z` such that aγa´1 “ γτ and τ 6 ” 1 pmod pqq,
also gcdpτ ´ 1, pqq “ 1. This implies that τ ı 1 pmod pq and τ ı 1 pmod qq. We have
C1 “ pa
2, b, a´2, b
´1
q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC1q “ a
2ba´2b´1 “ a2a3γa´2γ´1a´3 “ γτ
5´τ3 “ γτ
3pτ2´1q.
We may assume gcdpτ 2´1, pqq ‰ 1 (otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies). Without
loss of generality let τ 2 ” 1 pmod qq, then τ ” ´1 pmod qq. We may assume τ ı ´1
pmod pq, for otherwise G – D2pq ˆ C3, so Lemma 2.4.8 applies.
Consider pG “ G{Cp “ C6 ˙ Cq. Since |a| “ 6, then by Lemma 2.3.3 |a| “ 6, so |pa| “ 6.
We may assume |pb| “ 2, for otherwise Corollary 2.2.6 applies with s “ b and t “ b´1 since
xpay ‰ pG, so any Hamiltonian cycle must use an edge labeled pb. Thus, pb “ pa3aq, where
xaqy “ Cq. Since τ ” ´1 pmod qq, then C3 centralizes Cq and C2 inverts Cq. Therefore,pG – D2q ˆ C3. Now we have
C2 “ pppa5,pb,pa´5,pbqpq´3q{2, ppa5,pbq3q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq. The picture in Figure 4 on page 11 shows the Hamil-
tonian cycle when q “ 7. If in C2 we change one occurrence of ppa5,pb,pa´5,pbq to ppa´5,pb,pa5,pbq
we have another Hamiltonian cycle. Note that,
a5ba´5b “ a5 ¨ a3γ ¨ a´5 ¨ a3γ “ a2γa´2γ “ γτ
2`1,
and
a´5ba5b “ a´5 ¨ a3γ ¨ a5 ¨ a3γ “ a´2γa2γ “ γτ
´2`1.
Since τ 4 ı 0 pmod pq we see that τ 2`1 ı τ´2`1 pmod pq. Therefore, the voltages of these
two Hamiltonian cycles are different, so one of these Hamiltonian cycles has a nontrivial
voltage. Thus, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.2. Assume |b| “ 3. Since |b| “ 3, then |b| P t3, 3p, 3q, 3pqu. Since |a| “ 6, then
by 2.3.3 |a| “ 6. Since gcdp|b|, 2q “ 1, then Lemma 2.4.5 applies.
Subcase 2.3. Assume |b| “ 6. Then we have a “ b or a “ b
´1
. Additionally, by Lemma 2.3.3
we have |a| “ |b| “ 6. We may assume a “ b by replacing b with its inverse if necessary.
Then b “ aγ, where G1 “ xγy, because G “ xa, by. We have C “ pa5, bq as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG, Sq. Now we calculate its voltage
VpCq “ a5b “ a5aγ “ a6γ “ γ
which generates G1. Therefore, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. 
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3.2. Assume |S| “ 2 and G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 2 and G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp.
Recall G “ G{G1 and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.2.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ Cqq ˙ pC3 ˆ Cpq,
‚ |S| “ 2.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Figure 4. The Hamiltonian cycle C1: pa edges are solid and pb edges are dashed.
Proof. Let S “ ta, bu. Since the only non-trivial automorphism of C3 is inversion, Cq central-
izes C3. Since G
1 X ZpGq “ teu (see Proposition 2.3.6(4)), C2 does not centralize C3.
Case 1. Assume |a| “ |b| “ 2q. Then b “ am, where 1 ď m ď q ´ 1 by replacing b with
its inverse if needed. Therefore, b “ amγ, where G1 “ xγy. Also, gcdpm, 2qq “ 1. So, by
Proposition 2.3.6(4) we have aγa´1 “ γτ where τ 2q ” 1 pmod 3pq and gcdpτ ´ 1, 3pq “ 1.
Consider G “ C2q.
Subcase 1.1. Assume m ą 3. Then we have
C “ pb
´2
, a´2, b, a, b, a´pm´2q, b
´1
, am´4, b
´1
, a´p2q´2m´3qq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpCq “ b´2a´2baba´pm´2qb´1am´4b´1a´p2q´2m´3q
“ γ´1a´mγ´1a´ma´2amγaamγa´m`2γ´1a´mam´4γ´1a´ma´2q`2m`3
“ γ´1a´mγ´1a´2γam`1γa´m`2γ´1a´4γ´1am`3
“ γ´1´τ
´m`τ´m´2`τ´1´τ´m`1´τ´m´3
“ γ´1`τ
´1´τ´m`1´τ´m`τ´m´2´τ´m´3.
We may assume VpCq does not generate G1 “ C3ˆCp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by
VpCq either does not contain C3, or does not contain Cp. We already know τ ” ´1 pmod 3q,
then we have
´1` τ´1 ´ τ´m`1 ´ τ´m ` τ´m´2 ´ τ´m´3 ” ´1´ 1´ 1` 1´ 1´ 1 pmod 3q
“ ´4 “ ´1.
This implies that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains C3. So we may assume the
subgroup generated by VpCq does not contain Cp, then
0 ” ´1` τ´1 ´ τ´m`1 ´ τ´m ` τ´m´2 ´ τ´m´3 pmod pq.(1.1A)
Multiplying by ´τm`3 we have
0 ” τm`3 ´ τm`2 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 ´ τ ` 1 pmod pq.(1.1B)
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Replacing ta, bu with ta´1, b
´1
u replaces τ with τ´1. Therefore, applying the above argument
to ta´1, b
´1
u establishes that 1.1A holds with τ´1 in the place of τ , which means we have
0 ” ´τm`3 ` τm`2 ´ τm ´ τm´1 ` τ ´ 1 pmod pq.(1.1C)
By adding 1.1B and 1.1C we have
0 ” ´τm ´ τm´1 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 “ τ 3pτ ` 1qp1´ τm´4q pmod pq.
If τ ” ´1 pmod pq, then C2q inverts C3p, so Cq centralizes Cp. This implies that G – D6pˆCq,
so Lemma 2.4.8 applies. The only other possibility is τm´4 ” 1 pmod pq. Multiplying
by τ 4, we have τm ” τ 4 pmod pq. We also know that τ 2q ” 1 pmod pq. So τd ” 1
pmod pq, where d “ gcdpm ´ 4, 2qq. Since m is odd and m ă q, then d “ 1. This con-
tradicts the fact that gcdpτ ´ 1, 3pq “ 1.
Subcase 1.2. Assume m ď 3. Therefore, either m “ 1 or m “ 3. If m “ 1, then a “ b and
b “ aγ. So we have C1 “ pa
2q´1, bq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate
its voltage.
VpC1q “ a
2q´1b “ a2q´1aγ “ γ
which generates G1. Therefore, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. Now if m “ 3, then
b “ a3γ and we have
C2 “ pb
2
, a´1, b
´1
, a´1, b
3
, a´2, b, a2q´11q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. We calculate its voltage.
VpC2q “ b
2a´1b´1a´1b3a´2ba2q´11
“ a3γa3γa´1γ´1a´3a´1a3γa3γa3γa´2a3γa´11
“ a3γa3γa´1γ´1a´1γa3γa3γaγa´11
“ γτ
3`τ6´τ5`τ4`τ7`τ10`τ11
“ γτ
11`τ10`τ7`τ6´τ5`τ4`τ3
We may assume VpC2q does not generate G
1 “ C3 ˆ Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated
by VpCq does not contain either C3, or Cp. We already know τ ” ´1 pmod 3q, then
τ 11 ` τ 10 ` τ 7 ` τ 6 ´ τ 5 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 ” ´1` 1´ 1` 1` 1` 1´ 1 “ 1 pmod 3q.
This implies that the subgroup generated by VpC2q contains C3. So we may assume the
subgroup generated by VpC2q does not contain Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5
applies. Then we have
0 ” τ 11 ` τ 10 ` τ 7 ` τ 6 ´ τ 5 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 pmod pq
“ τ 3pτ 8 ` τ 7 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 ´ τ 2 ` τ ` 1q.
This implies that
0 ” τ 8 ` τ 7 ` τ 4 ` τ 3 ´ τ 2 ` τ ` 1 pmod pq.(1.2A)
We can replace τ with τ´1 in the above equation, by replacing ta, bu with ta´1, b
´1
u if
necessary. Then we have
0 ” τ´8 ` τ´7 ` τ´4 ` τ´3 ´ τ´2 ` τ´1 ` 1 pmod pq.
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Multiplying τ 8, then we have
0 ” 1` τ ` τ 4 ` τ 5 ´ τ 6 ` τ 7 ` τ 8 pmod pq
“ τ 8 ` τ 7 ´ τ 6 ` τ 5 ` τ 4 ` τ ` 1.
Now by subtracting the above equation from 1.2A we have
0 ” τ 6 ´ τ 5 ` τ 3 ´ τ 2 pmod pq
“ τ 2pτ ´ 1qpτ 3 ` 1q.
This implies that τ ” 1 pmod pq or τ 3 ” ´1 pmod pq. If τ ” 1 pmod pq, then it contradicts
the fact that gcdpτ ´1, 3pq “ 1. Now if τ 3 ” ´1 pmod pq, then τ 6 ” 1 pmod pq. We already
know τ 2q ” 1 pmod pq. Then τd ” 1 pmod pq, where d “ gcdp2q, 6q. Since gcdp2, 6q “ 2 and
gcdpq, 6q “ 1, then d “ 2. This implies that τ 2 ” 1 pmod pq, which means Cq centralizes Cp.
Then we have
G “ Cq ˆ pC2 ˙ C3pq – Cq ˆD6p.
So Lemma 2.4.8 applies.
Case 2. Assume |a| “ q. Then |b| P t2, 2qu. Thus |b| P t2, 2q, 2p, 2pqu. If |b| “ 2pq, then Cq
centralizes Cp. This implies that
G “ Cq ˆ pC2 ˙ C3pq – Cq ˆD6p
so, Lemma 2.4.8 applies. Therefore, we may assume Cq does not centralize Cp, so |a| is not
divisible by p. If |b| “ 2p, then Corollary 2.2.6 applies with s “ b and t “ b´1, because we
have a Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq by Theorem 1.2(3). (Since b is the only generator
whose order is even, then any Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq must use some edge labeledpb.)
We may now assume |b| P t2, 2qu. We have C “ paq´1, b, a´pq´1q, b
´1
q as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now if |a| “ q, then by Lemma 2.3.2 we have G1 “ xraq´1, bsy. Therefore,
Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. So, we may assume |a| “ 3q. Since Cq does not centralize
Cp, then after conjugation we can assume a “ a3aq and b “ a2a
j
qγp, where 0 ď j ď q´ 1. We
already know that C is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. So we can assume gcdp3q, q´1q ‰ 1
(otherwise Lemma 2.3.2 applies, which implies that Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies). This
implies that gcdp3, q ´ 1q ‰ 1 which means q ” 1 pmod 3q.
Consider pG “ G{Cp. Then pa “ a3aq and pb “ a2ajq. Therefore, there exists 0 ď k ď 3q ´ 1
such that pb´1papb “ pak. Since pb inverts a3 and centralizes aq, then we must have pa “ pbpakpb´1 “
a´k
3
akq , so k ” ´1 pmod 3q and k ” 1 pmod qq. Since q ” 1 pmod 3q, then k “ q ` 1.
Additionally, we have aγpa
´1 “ γpτp , where pτ q ” 1 pmod pq. We also have pτ ı 1 pmod pq,
because Cq does not centralize Cp. Now we have
b´1ab “ γ´1p a
´j
q a2aa2a
j
qγp “ γ
´1
p a
q`1γp.
This implies that
b´1aib “ pb´1abqi “ pγ´1p a
q`1γpq
i “ γ´1p a
ipq`1qγp.
Therefore,
b´1aib “ γ´1p a
ipq`1qγp ” γ
´1
p a
iγp pmod C3q.
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Figure 5. The Hamiltonian cycle C1: pa edges are solid and pb edges are dashed.
Figure 6. The Hamiltonian cycle C2: pa edges are solid and pb edges are dashed.
We have
C1 “ ppaq´3,pb´1,pa´pq´2q,pb,pa´1,pb´1,pa,pb,paq´2,pb´1,
pa´pq´3q,pb,paq´2,pb´1,pa,pb,pa´1,pb´1,pa´pq´2q,pbq
as our first Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq. The picture in Figure 5 on page 14 shows the
Hamiltonian cycle. In addition,
C2 “ ppaq´1,pb´1,pa´pq´3q,pb,pa´1,pb´1,paq´2,pb,pa,pb´1,pa2,pb,
paq´4,pb´1,pa´pq´5q,pb,paq´4,pb´1,pa,pb,pa,pb´1,pa´1,pbq
is the second Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq. The picture in Figure 6 on page 14 shows the
Hamiltonian cycle. We calculate the voltage of C1 in
ÐÑ
G “ G{C3. Since a
q ” e pmod C3q,
we have
VpC1q ” a
´3pb´1a2bqa´1pb´1abqa´2pb´1a3bqa´2pb´1abqa´1pb´1a2bq pmod C3q
“ a´3pγ´1p a
2γpqa
´1pγ´1p aγpqa
´2pγ´1p a
3γpqa
´2pγ´1p aγpqa
´1pγ´1p a
2γpq
“ a´3pγpτ2´1p a2qa´1pγpτ´1p aqa´2pγpτ
3´1
p a
3qa´2pγpτ´1p aqa´1pγpτ
2´1
p a
2q
“ a´3γpτ2´1p aγpτ´1p a´1γpτ
3´1
p aγ
pτ2`pτ´2
p a
2
“ γpτ´3ppτ2´1q`pτ´2ppτ´1q`pτ´3ppτ3´1q`pτ´2ppτ2`pτ´2qp
“ γ´2pτ´3´3pτ´2`3pτ´1`2p .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, so
0 ” ´2pτ´3 ´ 3pτ´2 ` 3pτ´1 ` 2 pmod pq.
Multiplying by pτ 3, we have
0 ” 2pτ 3 ` 3pτ 2 ´ 3pτ ´ 2 “ ppτ ´ 1qppτ ` 2qp2pτ ` 1q pmod pq.
Since pτ ı 1 pmod pq, then we may assume pτ ” ´2 pmod pq, by replacing pa with pa´1 if
needed.
Now we calculate the voltage of C2 in
ÐÑ
G “ G{C3.
VpC2q ” a
´1pb´1a3bqa´1pb´1a´2bqapb´1a2bqa´4pb´1a5bqa´4pb´1abqapb´1a´1bq pmod C3q
“ a´1pγ´1p a
3γpqa
´1pγ´1p a
´2γpqapγ
´1
p a
2γpq
¨ a´4pγ´1p a
5γpqa
´4pγ´1p aγpqapγ
´1
p a
´1γpq
“ a´1pγpτ3´1p a3qa´1pγpτ
´2´1
p a
´2qapγpτ2´1p a2q
¨ a´4pγpτ5´1p a5qa´4pγpτ´1p aqapγpτ
´1´1
p a
´1q
“ a´1γpτ3´1p a2γpτ
´2´1
p a
´1γpτ2´1p a´2γpτ
5´1
p aγ
pτ´1
p a
2γpτ´1´1p a´1
“ γpτ´1ppτ3´1q`pτ ppτ´2´1q`pτ2´1`pτ´2ppτ5´1q`pτ´1ppτ´1q`pτ ppτ´1´1qp
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“ γpτ3`2pτ2´2pτ`1´pτ´1´pτ´2p .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, so
0 ” pτ 3 ` 2pτ 2 ´ 2pτ ` 1´ pτ´1 ´ pτ´2 pmod pq.
Multiplying by pτ 2, we have
0 ” pτ 5 ` 2pτ 4 ´ 2pτ 3 ` pτ 2 ´ pτ ´ 1 pmod pq.
We already know pτ ” ´2 pmod pq. By substituting this in the equation above, we have
0 ” p´2q5 ` 2p´2q4 ´ 2p´2q3 ` p´2q2 ´ p´2q ´ 1 “ 21 “ 3 ¨ 7 pmod pq.
Since p ą 7, then 21 ı 0 pmod pq. This is a contradiction.
Case 3. Assume |a| “ 2q and |b| “ 2. Since |a| “ 2q, then by Lemma 2.3.3 |a| “ 2q. We
have b “ aqγ where G1 “ xγy.
By Proposition 2.3.6(4) we have aγa´1 “ γτ , where τ 2q ” 1 pmod 3pq and gcdpτ´1, 3pq “
1. This implies that τ ı 0, 1 pmod pq and τ ” ´1 pmod 3q.
Suppose, for the moment, that τ ” ´1 pmod pq. Then G – D6p ˆ Cq, so CaypG;Sq has a
Hamiltonian cycle by Lemma 2.4.8.
We may now assume that τ ı ´1 pmod pq. Recall that pG “ G{Cp “ C2q ˙ C3. We may
assume pa “ a2aq and pb “ a2a3. We have
C1 “ pppa,pb,pa,pb,pa´1,pb,pa,pb,pa´1,pb,pa,pbqpq´5q{2,pa,pb,pa4,
pb,pa´3,pb,pa´1,pb,pa2,pb,pa2,pb,pa´1,pb,pa´3,pb,pa4,pbq
as the first Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq. The picture in Figure 7 on page 16 shows the
Hamiltonian cycle. We also have
C2 “ pppa,pb,pa´1,pb,pa,pbqq´5,pa3,pb,pa2,pb,pa´1,pb,pa´3,pb,pa3,pb,pa´3,pb,pa´1,pb,pa2,pb,pa3,pbq
as the second Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq. The picture in Figure 8 on page 16 shows
the Hamiltonian cycle. Now we calculate the voltage of C1.
VpC1q “ ppababa
´1bqpaba´1babqqpq´5q{2paba4ba´3ba´1ba2ba2ba´1ba´3ba4bq
“ ppaaqγaaqγa´1aqγqpaaqγa´1aqγaaqγqqpq´5q{2
¨ paaqγa4aqγa´3aqγa´1aqγa2aqγa2aqγa´1aqγa´3aqγa4aqγq
“ ppaq`1γaq`1γaq´1γqpaq`1γaq´1γaq`1γqqpq´5q{2
¨ paq`1γaq`4γaq´3γaq´1γaq`2γaq`2γaq´1γaq´3γaq`4γq
“ ppγτ
q`1`τ2`τq`1aq`1qpγτ
q`1`1`τq`1aq`1qqpq´5q{2
¨ pγτ
q`1`τ5`τq`2`τ`τq`3`τ5`τq`4`τ`τq`5aq`5q
“ ppγ2τ
q`1`τ2aq`1qpγ2τ
q`1`1aq`1qqpq´5q{2
¨ pγτ
q`5`τq`4`τq`3`τq`2`τq`1`2τ5`2τaq`5q
“ ppγ2τ
q`1`τ2`τq`1p2τq`1`1qa2qqpq´5q{2
¨ pγτ
q`5`τq`4`τq`3`τq`2`τq`1`2τ5`2τaq`5q
“ pγ3τ
q`1`3τ2a2qpq´5q{2pγτ
q`5`τq`4`τq`3`τq`2`τq`1`2τ5`2τaq`5q
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Figure 7. The Hamiltonian cycle C1: pa edges are solid and pb edges are dashed.
Figure 8. The Hamiltonian cycle C2: pa edges are solid and pb edges are dashed.
“ pγp3τ
q`1`3τ2qpτq´5´1q{pτ2´1qaq´5qpγτ
q`5`τq`4`τq`3`τq`2`τq`1`2τ5`2τaq`5q
“ γp3τ
q`1`3τ2qpτq´5´1q{pτ2´1q`τq´5pτq`5`τq`4`τq`3`τq`2`τq`1`2τ5`2τq.
Since τ 2q ” 1 pmod pq, we have τ q ” ˘1 pmod pq.
Let us now consider the case where τ q ” 1 pmod pq, then by substituting this in the
formula for the voltage of C1 we have
VpC1q “ γ
p3τ`3τ2qpτ´5´1q{pτ2´1q`τ´5pτ5`τ4`τ3`τ2`τ`2τ5`2τq
“ γ3τp1`τqpτ
´5´1q{pτ`1qpτ´1q`p1`τ´1`τ´2`τ´3`τ´4`2`2τ´4q
“ γ3τpτ
´5´1q{pτ´1q`p3`τ´1`τ´2`τ´3`3τ´4q
“ γp´2`2τ
´3q{pτ´1q.
We may assume this does not generate Cp, then
0 ” ´2` 2τ´3 pmod pq.
Multiplying by τ 3, we have
0 ” ´2τ 3 ` 2 pmod pq.
This implies that τ 3 ” 1 pmod pq, which contradicts the fact that τ q ” 1 pmod pq but τ ı 1
pmod pq.
Now we may assume τ q ” ´1 pmod pq, then substituting this in the formula for the
voltage of C1 we have
VpC1q “ γ
p´3τ`3τ2qp´τ´5´1q{pτ2´1q´τ´5p´τ5´τ4´τ3´τ2´τ`2τ5`2τq
“ γ3τpτ´1qp´τ
´5´1q{pτ`1qpτ´1q`p1`τ´1`τ´2`τ´3`τ´4´2´2τ´4q
“ γ3τp´τ
´5´1q{pτ`1q`p´1`τ´1`τ´2`τ´3´τ´4q
“ γp´4τ`2τ
´1`2τ´2´4τ´4q{pτ`1q.
We may assume this does not generate Cp, then
0 ” ´4τ ` 2τ´1 ` 2τ´2 ´ 4τ´4 pmod pq.
Multiplying by p´τ 4q{2, we have
0 ” 2τ 5 ´ τ 3 ´ τ 2 ` 2
“ pτ ` 1qp2τ 4 ´ 2τ 3 ` τ 2 ´ 2τ ` 2q pmod pq.
Since we assumed τ ı ´1 pmod pq, then the above equation implies that
0 ” 2τ 4 ´ 2τ 3 ` τ 2 ´ 2τ ` 2 pmod pq.(3A)
Now we calculate the voltage of C2.
VpC2q “ paba
´1babqpq´5qpa3ba2ba´1ba´3ba3ba´3ba´1ba2ba3bq
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“ paaqγa´1aqγaaqγqpq´5qpa3aqγa2aqγa´1aqγa´3aqγa3aqγa´3aqγa´1aqγa2aqγa3aqγq
“ paq`1γaq´1γaq`1γqpq´5qpaq`3γaq`2γaq´1γaq´3γaq`3γaq´3γaq´1γaq`2γaq`3γq
“ pγτ
q`1`1`τq`1aq`1qpq´5qpγτ
q`3`τ5`τq`4`τ`τq`4`τ`τq`τ2`τq`5aq`5q
“ pγ2τ
q`1`1aq`1qpq´5qpγτ
q`5`2τq`4`τq`3`τq`τ5`τ2`2τaq`5q
“ pγp2τ
q`1`1qppτq`1qpq´5q´1q{pτq`1´1qapq`1qpq´5qqpγτ
q`5`2τq`4`τq`3`τq`τ5`τ2`2τaq`5q
“ γp2τ
q`1`1qppτq`1qpq´5q´1q{pτq`1´1q`τ pq`1qpq´5qpτq`5`2τq`4`τq`3`τq`τ5`τ2`2τq.
Since we are assuming τ q ” ´1 pmod pq, then by substituting this in the above formula we
have
VpC2q “ γ
p´2τ`1qpp´τq´5´1q{p´τ´1q´τ´5p´τ5´2τ4´τ3´1`τ5`τ2`2τq
“ γp2τ
´4`2τ´τ´5´1q{p´τ´1q`1`2τ´1`τ´2`τ´5´1´τ´3´2τ´4
“ γp2τ´3´3τ
´1`3τ´3`3τ´4´2τ´5q{p´τ´1q.
We may assume this does not generate Cp, then
2τ ´ 3´ 3τ´1 ` 3τ´3 ` 3τ´4 ´ 2τ´5 ” 0 pmod pq.
Multiplying by τ 5, we have
0 ” 2τ 6 ´ 3τ 5 ´ 3τ 4 ` 3τ 2 ` 3τ ´ 2 “ pτ 2 ´ 1qp2τ 4 ´ 3τ 3 ´ τ 2 ´ 3τ ` 2q pmod pq.
Since τ 2 ı 1 pmod pq, then the above equation implies that
0 ” 2τ 4 ´ 3τ 3 ´ τ 2 ´ 3τ ` 2 pmod pq.
Therefore, by subtracting the above equation from 3A, we have
0 ” pτ 3 ` 2τ 2 ` τq “ τpτ ` 1q2 pmod pq.
This is a contradiction.
Case 4. Assume none of the previous cases apply. Since xa, by “ G, we may assume |a|
is divisible by q, which means |a| is either q or 2q. Since Case 2 applies when |a| “ q, we
must have |a| “ 2q. Then |b| “ q, since Cases 1 and 3 do not apply. So Case 2 applies after
interchanging a and b. 
3.3. Assume |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and CG1pC3q ‰ teu.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and
CG1pC3q ‰ teu. Recall G “ G{G
1, qG “ G{Cq and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.3.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ CG1pC3q ‰ teu.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. If CG1pC3q “ Cp ˆ Cq, then since G
1 X ZpGq “ teu (see Proposi-
tion 2.3.6(2)), we conclude that CG1pC2q “ teu. So we have
G “ C3 ˆ pC2 ˙ Cpqq – C3 ˆD2pq.
Therefore, Lemma 2.4.8 applies.
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Since CG1pC3q ‰ teu, then we may assume CG1pC3q “ Cq by interchanging q and p if
necessary. Since G1XZpGq “ teu, then C2 inverts Cq. Since C3 centralizes Cq and ZpGqXG
1 “
teu (by Proposition 2.3.6(2)), then C2 inverts Cq. Thus,
pG “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq – pC2 ˙ Cqq ˆ C3 “ D2q ˆ C3.
Now if pS is minimal, then Lemma 2.4.6 applies. Therefore, we may assume pS is not minimal.
Choose a 2-element subset ta, bu of S that generates pG. From the minimality of S, we see
that xa, by “ D2q ˆ C3 after replacing a and b by conjugates. The projection of pa, bq to D2q
must be of the form pa2, aqq or pa2, a2aqq, where a2 is reflection and aq is a rotation. (Also
note that pb ‰ aq because S X G1 “ H by Assumption 3.0.1(6).) Therefore, pa, bq must have
one of the following forms:
(1) pa2, a3aqq,
(2) pa2, a2a3aqq,
(3) pa2a3, a2aqq,
(4) pa2a3, a3aqq,
(5) pa2a3, a2a3aqq.
Let c be the third element of S. We may write c “ ai
2
a
j
3
akqγp with 0 ď i ď 1, 0 ď j ď 2
and 0 ď k ď q ´ 1. Note since S X G1 “ H, we know that i and j cannot both be equal to
0. Additionally, we have a3γpa
´1
3
“ γpτp where pτ 3 ” 1 pmod Cpq. Also, pτ ı 1 pmod pq since
CG1pC3q “ Cq. Therefore, we conclude that pτ 2 ` pτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod pq. Note that this impliespτ ı ´1 pmod pq.
Case 1. Assume a “ a2 and b “ a3aq.
Subcase 1.1. Assume i ‰ 0. Then, c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.1(1) xb, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 1.2. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0. We may assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1
if necessary. Thus c “ a3a
k
qγp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. We have a “ a2, b “ a3 and c “ a3.
Therefore, b “ c “ a3. We have pa, b
2
, a, b
´2
q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since
we can replace each b by c, then we consider C1 “ pa, b
2
, a, b
´1
, c´1q and C2 “ pa, b
2
, a, c´2q
as Hamiltonian cycles in CaypG;Sq. Now since there is one occurrence of c in C1, then by
Lemma 2.2.7 the subgroup generated by VpC1q contains Cp. Also,
VpC1q “ ab
2ab´1c´1
” a2 ¨ a
2
3
a2q ¨ a2 ¨ a
´1
q a
´1
3
¨ a´kq a
´1
3
pmod Cpq
“ a´2q a3a
´1´k
q a
´1
3
“ a´3´kq .
We can assume this does not generate Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore,
´3´ k ” 0 pmod qq.
Thus, k ” ´3 pmod qq.
Now we calculate the voltage of C2.
VpC2q “ ab
2ac´2
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” a2 ¨ a
2
3
¨ a2 ¨ γ
´1
p a
´1
3
γ´1p a
´1
3
pmod Cqq
“ a2
3
γ´1p a
´1
3
γ´1p a
´1
3
“ γ´pτ2´pτp .
Since pτ 2 ` pτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod pq, then ´pτ 2 ´ pτ ” 1 pmod pq. Thus, γ´pτ2´pτp “ γp generates Cp.
VpC2q “ ab
2ac´2
” a2 ¨ a
2
3
a2q ¨ a2 ¨ a
´k
q a
´1
3
a´kq a
´1
3
pmod Cpq
“ a´2q a
2
3
a´kq a
´1
3
a´kq a
´1
3
“ a´2pk`1qq .
We know k ” ´3 pmod qq, therefore, ´2pk` 1q ” 4 pmod qq, so Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5
applies.
Case 2. Assume a “ a2 and b “ a2a3aq.
Subcase 2.1. Assume i “ 0, then j ‰ 0. If k ‰ 0, then c “ aj
3
akqγp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.1(3)
xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, we may assume k “ 0. We
may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a3γp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, thus a “ a2, b “ a2a3 and c “ a3. Therefore, |a| “ 2, |b| “ 6 and
|c| “ 3. Consider C “ pb
2
, c, b, c´1, aq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate
its voltage.
VpCq “ b2cbc´1a
” a2a3aqa2a3aq ¨ a3 ¨ a2a3aq ¨ a
´1
3
¨ a2 pmod Cpq
“ a´1q
which generates Cq. By considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or not, we have
VpCq “ b2cbc´1a
” a2a3a2a3 ¨ a3γp ¨ a2a3 ¨ γ
´1
p a
´1
3
¨ a2 pmod Cqq
“ γpa3γ
¯1
p a
´1
3
“ γ1¯pτp .
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0. If k ‰ 1, then c “ a2a
k
qγp. Thus, by
Lemma 2.5.1(4) xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. We may therefore as-
sume k “ 1. Then c “ a2aqγp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a = c “ a2 and b “ a2a3. Thus, |a| “ |c| “ 2 and |b| “ 6. We
have C “ pb
2
, c, b
´2
, aq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of
c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude
that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ b2cb´2a
” a2a3aqa2a3aq ¨ a2aq ¨ a
´1
q a
´1
3
a2a
´1
q a
´1
3
a2 ¨ a2 pmod Cpq
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“ a´1q a3aqa3a
´1
q a
´1
3
aqa
´1
3
a´1q
“ a´1q .
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. We may assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if
necessary. So c “ a2a3a
k
qγp. If k ‰ 1, then by Lemma 2.5.1(4) xb, cy “ G which contradicts
the minimality of S. We may now assume k “ 1. Then c “ a2a3aqγp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then a “ a2 and b “ c “ a2a3. Therefore, |b| “ |c| “ 6 and
|a| “ 2. We have C “ pc, a, pb, aq2q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one
occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7
we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq is Cp. Also,
VpCq “ capbaq2
” a2a3aq ¨ a2 ¨ a2a3aq ¨ a2 ¨ a2a3aq ¨ a2 pmod Cpq
“ a3a
´2
q a3a
´1
q a3
“ a´3q
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 3. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq. Since b “ a2aq is conjugate to a2 via an element
of Cq (which centralizes C3), then ta, bu is conjugate to ta2a3a
m
q , a2u for some nonzero m. So
Case 2 applies (after replacing aq with a
m
q ).
Case 4. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq.
Subcase 4.1. Assume i ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.1(1) xb, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 4.2. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.1(2)
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we may assume k “ 0. We may also
assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a3γp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Therefore, a “ a2a3 and b “ c “ a3. In addition, |a| “ 6 and
|b| “ |c| “ 3. We have C “ pc, b, a, b
´2
, a´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since
there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by
Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ cbab´2a´1
” a3 ¨ a3aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´2
q a
´2
3
¨ a´1
3
a2 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa
2
3
a2q
“ a3q
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. Thus, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 5. Assume a “ a2a3, b “ a2a3aq.
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Subcase 5.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.1(3)
xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we may assume k “ 0. We may also
assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a3γp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Therefore, a “ b “ a2a3 and c “ a3. Thus, |a| “ |b| “ 6 and
|c| “ 3. We have C “ pa, c2, b
´1
, c´2q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate
its voltage.
VpCq “ ac2b´1c´2
” a2a3 ¨ a
2
3
¨ a´1q a
´1
3
a2 ¨ a
´2
3
pmod Cpq
“ a´1
3
aqa
´2
3
“ aq
which generates Cq. Also
VpCq “ ac2b´1c´2
” ac2a´1c´2 pmod Cqq pbecause a ” b pmod Cqqq
“ ac´1a´1c pbecause |c| “ 3q
“ ra, c´1s.
This generates Cp, because ta, cu generates G{Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by
VpCq is G1. So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 5.2. Assume i ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 1, then by Lemma 2.5.1(4) xb, cy “
G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we may assume k “ 1. Then c “ a2a
j
3
aqγp. We
show that xa, cy “ G. Now, we have
xa, cy “ xa2, a3, cy pbecause xay “ xa2a3y “ xa2, a3yq
“ xa2, a3, a2a
j
3
aqγpy
“ xa2, a3, aqγpy
“ xa2, a3, aq, γpy
“ G,
which contradicts the minimality of S. 
3.4. Assume |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and pS is minimal.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and
CG1pC3q “ teu. Recall G “ G{G
1 and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.4.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ pS is minimal.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. If CG1pC3q ‰ teu, then Proposition 3.3.1 applies. Hence we may
assume CG1pC3q “ teu. Then we have four different cases.
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Case 1. Assume CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq, thus G “ C2 ˆ pC3 ˙ Cpqq. Since pS is minimal, then all
three elements belonging to pS must have prime order. There is an element pa P pS, such that
|pa| “ 2, otherwise all elements of S belong to a subgroup of index 2 of G, so xa, b, cy ‰ G
which is a contradiction. If |a| “ 2p, then Corollary 2.2.6 applies with s “ a and t “ a´1,
because there is a Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq (see Theorem 1.2(3)) which uses at least
one labeled edge pa because pS is minimal.
Now we may assume |a| “ 2. Replacing a by a conjugate we may assume xay “ C2. Thus,
xb, cy “ C3 ˙ Cpq. By Theorem 1.2(3), there is a Hamiltonian path L in CaypC3 ˙ Cpq, tb, cuq.
Therefore, LaL´1a´1 is a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq.
Case 2. Assume CG1pC2q “ Cq. Therefore,
pG “ G{Cp “ C6 ˙ Cq – C2 ˆ pC3 ˙ Cqq.
There is some a P S such that |pa| “ 2. Thus, we can assume |a| “ 2, for otherwise
Corollary 2.2.6 applies with s “ a and t “ a´1. (Note since pS is minimal, then pa must be
used in any Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq.) We may assume a “ a2. Since pS is minimal,
S X G1 “ H (see Assumption 3.0.1(6)) and each element belonging to pS has prime order,
then |pb| “ |pc| “ 3. We may assume pa “ a2, pb “ a3 and pc “ a3aq. We have the following two
Hamiltonian paths in CaypC3 ˙ Cq; tpb,pcuq:
L1 “ pppc,pb2qq´1,pc,pbq
and
L2 “ pppb,pc,pbqq´1,pb,pcq.
These lead to the following two Hamiltonian cycles in Cayp pG; pSq:
C1 “ pL1,pa, L´11 ,paq
and
C2 “ pL2,pa, L´12 ,paq.
Then if we let ź
L1 “ pcb
2qq´1cb “ pcb2qqb´1 P a´1
3
Cp
and ź
L2 “ pbcbq
q´1bc “ pbcbqqb´1 “ bpcb2qqb´2 “ bp
ź
L1qb
´1
then it is clear that V pCiq “ r
ś
Li, as for i “ 1, 2. Therefore, we may assume a centralizesś
L1 and
ś
L2, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. Now, since a centralizesś
L1, and
ś
L1 P a
´1
3
Cp, we must have
ś
L1 “ a
´1
3
. So
ś
L2 “ ba
´1
3
b´1. If b does not
centralize a3, then VpC1q ‰ VpC2q, so the voltage of C1 or C2 cannot both be equal to
identity. Therefore, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. Now if b centralizes a3, then we can
assume b “ a3. Therefore, c “ a3aqγp. We calculate the voltage of C1. We have
VpC1q “ pcb
2qqb´1appcb2qqb´1q´1a
“ pa3aqγp ¨ a
2
3
qq ¨ a´1
3
¨ a2 ¨ ppa3aqγp ¨ a
2
3
qq ¨ a´1
3
q´1 ¨ a2
“ pa3aqγpa
´1
3
qqa´1
3
a2ppa3aqγpa
´1
3
qa´1
3
q´1a2
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“ a3a
q
qγ
q
pa
´1
3
a´1
3
a2pa3a
q
qγ
q
pa
´1
3
a´1
3
q´1a2
“ a3γ
q
pa
´2
3
a2pa3γ
q
pa
´2
3
q´1a2
“ a3γ
q
pa
´2
3
a2a
2
3
γ´qp a
´1
3
a2
“ a3γ
2q
p a
´1
3
which generates Cp. Thus, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 3. Assume CG1pC2q “ Cp. Therefore,
qG “ G{Cq “ C6 ˙ Cp – C2 ˆ pC3 ˙ Cpq.
Now since S X G1 “ H (see Assumption 3.0.1(6)) and C3 does not centralize Cp, then for
all a P S, we have |qa| P t2, 3, 6, 2pu. If |qa| “ 6, then |pa| is divisible by 6 which contradicts
the minimality of pS. (Note that every element belong to pS has prime order.) If |qa| “ 2p,
then |pa| “ 2 (because pS is minimal). Therefore, Corollary 2.2.6 applies with s “ a and
t “ a´1 (Note that since pS is minimal, then there is a Hamiltonian cycle in Cayp pG; pSq uses
at least one labeled edge pa.) Thus, |qa| P t2, 3u for all a P S. This implies that qS is minimal,
because we need an a2 and an a3 to generate C2ˆ C3 and two elements whose order divisible
by 2 or 3 to generate Cp. So by interchanging p and q the proof in Case 2 applies.
Case 4. Assume CG1pC2q “ teu. Consider
pG “ G{Cp “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq.
Now since pS is minimal, every element of pS has prime order. Since S X G1 “ H (see
Assumption 3.0.1(6)), then for every ps P pS, we have |ps| P t2, 3u. Since CG1pC2q “ teu and
CG1pC3q “ teu, this implies that for every s P S, we have |s| P t2, 3u. From our assumption
we know that S “ ta, b, cu. Now we may assume |a| “ 2 and |b| “ 3. Also, we know that
|c| P t2, 3u.
If |c| “ 2, then c “ aγ, where γ P G1. Suppose, for the moment, xγy ‰ G1. Since xγy ŸG,
then we have
G “ xa, b, cy “ xa, b, γy “ xa, byxγy.
Now since pS is minimal, xa, by does not contain Cq. So this implies that xγy contains Cq. Since
xγy does not contain G1, then xγy “ Cq. Thus, we may assume that a “ a2 (by conjugation
if necessary), b “ a3γp and c “ a2aq. So xb, cy “ xa3γp, a2aqy “ G (since a3γp and a2aq
clearly generate G and do not commute modulo p or modulo q, they must generate G). This
contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, xγy “ G1.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then a “ c. We have |a| “ |c| “ 2 and |b| “ 3. We also have
C1 “ pc
´1, b
´2
, a, b
2
q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC1q “ c
´1b´2ab2 “ γ´1a´1b´2ab2.
Now, a´1b´2ab2 P G1. Since xa, by ‰ G, we have a´1b´2ab2 P te, γpu. If a
´1b´2ab2 “ e,
then a and b2 commute, so a and b commute. Hence b “ a3, so xb, cy “ G, a contradiction.
So a´1b´2ab2 “ γp, and VpC1q “ γ
´1γp which generates G
1. Therefore, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
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Now we can assume |c| “ 3. Then c “ bγ, where γ P G1 (after replacing c with its inverse
if necessary). Suppose, for the moment, xγy ‰ G1. Since xγy ŸG, then we have
G “ xa, b, cy “ xa, b, γy “ xa, byxγy.
Now since pS is minimal, then xa, by does not contain Cq. So this implies that xγy contains Cq.
Since xγy does not contain G1, then xγy “ Cq. Therefore, we may assume that a “ a2γp (by
conjugation if necessary), b “ a3 and c “ a3aq. So xa, cy “ xa2γp, a3aqy “ G (since a2γp and
a3aq clearly generate G and do not commute modulo p or modulo q, they must generate G).
This contradicts the minimality of S. So xγy “ G1.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then b “ c. We have |a| “ 2 and |b| “ |c| “ 3. We also have
C2 “ pc
´1, b
´1
, a´1, b
2
, aq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC2q “ c
´1b´1a´1b2a “ γ´1b´1b´1a´1b2a.
Now, b´2a´1b2a P G1. Since xa, by ‰ G, we have b´2a´1b2a P te, γpu. If b
´2a´1b2a “ e, then
a and b2 commute, so a and b commute. Hence a “ a2, so xa, cy “ G, a contradiction.
So b´2a´1b2a “ γp, and VpC2q “ γ
´1γp which generates G
1. Therefore, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies. 
3.5. Assume |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq,
CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq, and neither CG1pC3q ‰ teu nor pS is minimal holds. Recall G “ G{G1,qG “ G{Cq and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.5.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. If CG1pC3q ‰ teu, then Proposition 3.3.1 applies. So we may assume
CG1pC3q “ teu. Now if pS is minimal, then Proposition 3.4.1 applies. So we may assume pS is
not minimal. Consider
pG “ G{Cp “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq – pC3 ˙ Cqq ˆ C2.
Choose a 2-element ta, bu subset of S that generates pG. From the minimality of S, we see
that
xa, by “ pC3 ˙ Cqq ˆ C2,
after replacing a and b by conjugates. The projection of pa, bq to C3 ˙ Cq must be of the
form pa3, aqq or pa3, a3aqq (perhaps after replacing a and/or b with its inverse; also note thatpb ‰ aq because S XG1 “ H). Therefore, pa, bq must have one of the following forms:
(1) pa3, a2aqq,
(2) pa3, a2a3aqq,
(3) pa2a3, a3aqq,
(4) pa2a3, a2aqq,
(5) pa2a3, a2a3aqq.
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Let c be the third element of S. We may write c “ ai
2
a
j
3
akqγp with 0 ď i ď 1, 0 ď j ď 2
and 0 ď k ď q ´ 1. Note since S X G1 “ H, we know that i and j cannot both be equal
to 0. Additionally, we have a3γpa
´1
3
“ γpτp where pτ 3 ” 1 pmod pq and pτ ı 1 pmod pq. Thuspτ 2`pτ`1 ” 0 pmod pq. Note that this implies pτ ı ´1 pmod pq. Also we have a3aqa´13 “ aqτq .
By using the same argument we can conclude that qτ ı 1 pmod qq and qτ 2`qτ`1 ” 0 pmod qq.
Note that this implies qτ ı ´1 pmod qq. Combining these facts with pτ 3 ” 1 pmod pq and
qτ 3 ” 1 pmod qq, we conclude that pτ 2 ı ˘1 pmod pq, and qτ 2 ı ˘1 pmod qq.
Case 1. Assume a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
Subcase 1.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. For future reference in Subcase 4.1
of Proposition 3.6.1, we note that the argument here does not require our current assumption
that C2 centralizes Cp. We may assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c
´1 if necessary. Then
c “ a3a
k
qγp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have a “ c “ a3, b “ a2. We have C1 “
pc, a, b, a´2, bq and C2 “ pc
2, b, a´2, bq as Hamiltonian cycles in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one
occurrence of c in C1, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by
VpC1q contains Cp. Also,
VpC1q “ caba
´2b
” a3a
k
q ¨ a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2aq pmod Cpq
“ akqτ`qτ2`1q
“ aqτ2`kqτ`1q .
We may assume this does not generate Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore,
0 ” qτ 2 ` kqτ ` 1 pmod qq.(1.1A)
We also have
0 ” qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 pmod qq.(1.1B)
By subtracting the above equation from 1.1A, we have 0 ” pk ´ 1qqτ pmod qq. This implies
that k “ 1.
Now we calculate the voltage of C2.
VpC2q “ c
2ba´2b
” a3γpa3γp ¨ a2 ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2 pmod Cqq
“ γpτ`pτ2p
which generates Cp. Also
VpC2q “ c
2ba´2b
” a3aq ¨ a3aq ¨ a2aq ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2aq pmod Cpq
“ aqτ`qτ2`qτ2`1q
“ a2qτ2`qτ`1q .
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We may assume this does not generate Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Then
0 ” 2qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 pmod qq.
By subtracting 1.1B from the above equation we have
0 ” qτ 2 pmod qq
which is a contradiction.
Subcase 1.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. For future reference in Subcase 4.2
of Proposition 3.6.1, we note that the argument here does not require our current assumption
that C2 centralizes Cp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(3) xa, cy “ G which contradicts the
minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have a “ a3
and b “ c “ a2. This implies that |a| “ 3 and |b| “ |c| “ 2. We have C “ pc
´1, a2, b, a´2q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains Cp. Similarly, since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it
is the only generator of G that contains aq, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the
subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1.
So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 1.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.2(3) xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a2a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have a “ a3, b “ a2 and c “ a2a3. This
implies that |a| “ 3, |b| “ 2 and |c| “ 6. We have C “ pc, b, a, c, a´1, cq as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpCq “ cbaca´1c
” a2a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a3 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´1
3
¨ a2a3 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa
2
3
“ aqτq
which generates Cq. Also
VpCq “ cbaca´1c
” a2a3γp ¨ a2 ¨ a3 ¨ a2a3γp ¨ a
´1
3
¨ a2a3γp pmod Cqq
“ a3γpa
2
3
γ2p
“ γpτ`2p .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Then pτ ” ´2 pmod pq. By substituting this in
0 ” pτ 2 ` pτ ` 1 pmod pq,
we have
0 ” 4´ 2` 1 pmod pq
“ 3.
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This contradicts the fact that p ą 3.
Case 2. Assume a “ a3 and b “ a2a3aq.
Subcase 2.1. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.2(3) xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0.
Then c “ a2a
j
3
γp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.2(4) xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of
S.
Subcase 2.2. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0. We may assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if
necessary. Then c “ a3a
k
qγp.
Suppose, for the moment, that k ‰ 1. Then c “ a3a
k
qγp. We have xb, cy “ xa2a3, a3y “ G.
Consider tpb,pcu “ ta2a3aq, a3akqu. Since C2 centralizes Cq, then
ra2a3aq, a3a
k
q s “ ra3aq, a3a
k
q s “ a3aqa3a
k
qa
´1
q a
´1
3
a´kq a
´1
3
“ aqτ`kqτ2´qτ2´kqτq “ aqτpk´1qpqτ´1qq
which generates Cq. Now consider tqb,qcu “ ta2a3, a3γpu. Since C2 centralizes Cp, then
ra2a3, a3γps “ ra3, a3γps “ a3a3γpa
´1
3
γ´1p a
´1
3
“ γpτ2´pτp “ γpτppτ´1qp
which generates Cp. Therefore, xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Now we can assume k “ 1. Then c “ a3aqγp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. We have a “ c “ a3
and b “ a2a3. This implies that |a| “ |c| “ 3 and |b| “ 6. We have C “ pc, b, a
2, b, aq as
a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq is Cp. Also,
VpCq “ cba2ba
” a3aq ¨ a2a3aq ¨ a
2
3
¨ a2a3aq ¨ a3 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa3a
2
qa3
“ aqτ`2qτ2q
“ aqτp1`2qτ qq .
We may assume this does not generate Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore, 1 ` 2qτ ” 0 pmod qq. This implies that qτ ” ´1{2 pmod qq. By substituting
qτ ” ´1{2 pmod qq in
qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod qq,
then we have 3{4 ” 0 pmod qq, which contradicts Assumption 3.0.1(1).
Subcase 2.3. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(3)
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have
a “ a3, b “ a2a3 and c “ a2. This implies that |a| “ 3, |b| “ 6 and |c| “ 2. We have
C “ pc, a, b, a´1, b
2
q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c
in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude
that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ caba´1b2
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” a2 ¨ a3 ¨ a2a3aq ¨ a
´1
3
¨ a2a3aqa2a3aq pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
a2qa3aq
“ a2qτ2`1q .
We may assume this does not generate Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Thus, qτ 2 ” ´1{2 pmod qq. By substituting this in
qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod qq,
we have qτ ” ´1{2 pmod qq which contradicts qτ 2 ” ´1{2 pmod qq.
Case 3. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq. Since b “ a3aq is conjugate to a3 via an element
of Cq, then ta, bu is conjugate to ta2a3a
m
q , a3u for some nonzero m. So Case 2 applies (after
replacing aq with a
m
q ).
Case 4. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
Subcase 4.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1)
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Thus, a “ a2a3, b “ a2 and c “ a3. This implies
that |a| “ 6, |b| “ 2 and |c| “ 3. We have C “ pa2, b, c, a, c´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle
in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the only generator of G
that contains aq, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq
contains Cq. Also,
VpCq “ a2bcac´1
” a2
3
¨ a2 ¨ a3γp ¨ a2a3 ¨ γ
´1
p a
´1
3
pmod Cqq
“ γpa3γ
´1
p a
´1
3
“ γ1´pτp
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 4.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1)
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a “ a2a3 and
b “ c “ a2. This implies that |a| “ 6 and |b| “ |c| “ 2. We have C “ ppa, bq
2, a, cq as
a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ pabq2ac
” pa2a3 ¨ a2aqq
2 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa3aqa3
“ aqτ`qτ2q .
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. Thus, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
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Subcase 4.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.2(1) xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a2a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Thus, a “ c “ a2a3 and b “ a2. This implies that
|a| “ |c| “ 6 and |b| “ 2. We have C “ pa, c, b, a´2, bq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq.
Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp,
then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ acba´2b
” a2a3 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2aq pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
aqa
´2
3
aq
“ aqτ2`1q
which generates Cq, because qτ 2 ı ´1 pmod qq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq
is G1. So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 5. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1) xa, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0. Also, if j ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.2(4) xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we may also assume
j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0. Therefore, c “ a2γp. So Case 4 applies, after interchanging b and c, and
interchanging p and q. 
3.6. Assume |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and CG1pC2q ‰ teu.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq,
CG1pC2q ‰ teu, and neither CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq nor CG1pC3q ‰ teu nor pS is minimal holds.
Recall G “ G{G1, qG “ G{Cq and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.6.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ CG1pC2q ‰ teu.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. If CG1pC3q ‰ teu, then Proposition 3.3.1 applies. Therefore, we
may assume CG1pC3q “ teu. Now if CG1pC2q “ Cp ˆ Cq, then Proposition 3.5.1 applies. Since
CG1pC2q ‰ teu, then we may assume CG1pC2q “ Cq, by interchanging q and p if necessary.
This implies that C2 inverts Cp. Now if pS is minimal, then Proposition 3.4.1 applies. So we
may assume pS is not minimal. Consider
pG “ G{Cp “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq.
Choose a 2-element subset ta, bu in S that generates pG. From the minimality of S, we see
that
xa, by “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq
after replacing a and b by conjugates. We may assume |a| ě |b| and (by conjugating if
necessary) a is an element of C2 ˆ C3. Then the projection of pa, bq to C2 ˆ C3 has one of the
following forms after replacing a and b with their inverses if necessary.
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‚ pa2a3, a2a3q,
‚ pa2a3, a2q,
‚ pa2a3, a3q,
‚ pa3, a2q.
So there are four possibilities for pa, bq:
(1) pa2a3, a2a3aqq,
(2) pa2a3, a2aqq,
(3) pa2a3, a3aqq,
(4) pa3, a2aqq.
Let c be the third element of S. We may write c “ ai
2
a
j
3
akqγp with 0 ď i ď 1, 0 ď j ď 2
and 0 ď k ď q ´ 1. Note since S X G1 “ H, we know that i and j cannot both be equal
to 0. Additionally, we have a3γpa
´1
3
“ γpτp where pτ 3 ” 1 pmod pq and pτ ı 1 pmod pq. Thuspτ 2`pτ`1 ” 0 pmod pq. Note that this implies pτ ı ´1 pmod pq. Also we have a3aqa´13 “ aqτq .
By using the same argument we can conclude that qτ ı 1 pmod qq and qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 ” 0
pmod qq. Note that this implies qτ ı ´1 pmod qq. Therefore, we conclude that pτ 2 ı ˘1
pmod pq, and qτ 2 ı ˘1 pmod qq.
Case 1. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1), xa, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0. Now if j ‰ 0, then
by Lemma 2.5.2(4), xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, we may
assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Thus a “ b “ a2a3 and
c “ a2. Therefore, |a| “ |b| “ 6 and |c| “ 2. We have C “ pa, b, c, a
´2, cq as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the only generator of
G that contains aq, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq
contains Cq. Also,
VpCq “ abca´2c
” a2a3 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2γp ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2γp pmod Cqq
“ a2
3
γ´1p a
´2
3
γp
“ γ´pτ2`1p
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 2. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq.
Subcase 2.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1),
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a3γp. Consider G “ C2ˆC3. Thus, a “ a2a3, b “ a2 and c “ a3. Therefore, |a| “ 6,
|b| “ 2 and |c| “ 3. We have C “ pa2, b, c, a, c´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since
there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains aq, then by
Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cq. Also,
VpCq “ a2bc´1ac
” a2
3
¨ a2 ¨ a3γp ¨ a2a3 ¨ γ
´1
p a
´1
3
pmod Cqq
“ γ´1p a3γ
´1
p a
´1
3
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“ γ´1´pτp
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1),
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a “ a2a3
and b “ c “ a2. We have C “ ppa, bq
2, a, cq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since
there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then
by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Now we
calculate its voltage. Also,
VpCq “ pabq2ac
” pa2a3 ¨ a2aqq
2 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa3aqa3
“ aqτ`qτ2q .
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq generates G
1. So, Factor
Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. If k ‰ 0, then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. Thus, by
Lemma 2.5.2(1), xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a2a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Thus, a “ c “ a2a3 and b “ a2. Therefore,
|a| “ |c| “ 6 and |b| “ 2. We have C “ pa, c, b, a´2, bq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq.
Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp,
then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ acba´2b
” a2a3 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a
´2
3
¨ a2aq pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
aqa
´2
3
aq
“ aqτ2`1q .
Since qτ 2 ı ´1 pmod qq, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 3. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq.
Subcase 3.1. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. If k “ 0, then c “ a2a
j
3
γp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.2(2),
xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k ‰ 0. Then c “
a2a
j
3
akqγp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.2(1), xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 3.2. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1),
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a “ a2a3, b “ c “ a3. Therefore, |a| “ 6 and
|b| “ |c| “ 3. We have C “ pc, b, a, b
´2
, a´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since
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there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by
Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ cbab´2a´1
” a3 ¨ a3aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´1
q a
´1
3
a´1q a
´1
3
¨ a´1
3
a2 pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
aqa3a
´1
q a
´1
3
a´1q a
´2
3
“ aqτ2´1´qτ´1q
“ aqτ2´1´qτ2q
“ a´1q
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 3.3. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1),
xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a “ a2a3, b “ a3
and c “ a2. Therefore, |a| “ 6, |b| “ 3 and |c| “ 2. We have C “ pa, c, b, a, b
´1
, aq as
a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ acbab´1a
” a2a3 ¨ a2 ¨ a3aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´1
q a
´1
3
¨ a2a3 pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
aqa3a
´1
q
“ aqτ2´1q .
Since qτ 2 ı 1 pmod qq, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 4. Assume a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
Subcase 4.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ aj
3
akqγp. Thus, the argument in Subcase 1.1
of Proposition 3.5.1 applies.
Subcase 4.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2a
k
qγp. Thus, the argument in Subcase 1.2
of Proposition 3.5.1 applies.
Subcase 4.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. If k ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.2(3) xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
So we can assume k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ a2a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have a “ a3, b “ a2 and c “ a2a3. This
implies that |a| “ 3, |b| “ 2 and |c| “ 6. We have C “ pc, b, a, c, a´1, cq as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the only generator of
G that contains aq, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq
contains Cq. Also, since a2 inverts Cp
VpCq “ cbaca´1c
” a2a3γp ¨ a2 ¨ a3 ¨ a2a3γp ¨ a
´1
3
¨ a2a3γp pmod Cqq
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“ a3γ
´1
p a
2
3
“ γ´pτp
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies. 
3.7. Assume |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq and CG1pC2q “ teu.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3, G1 “ Cp ˆ Cq,
CG1pC2q “ teu, and neither CG1pC3q ‰ teu nor pS is minimal holds. Recall G “ G{G1,qG “ G{Cq and pG “ G{Cp.
Proposition 3.7.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ pCp ˆ Cqq,
‚ |S| “ 3,
‚ CG1pC2q “ teu.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. If CG1pC3q ‰ teu, then Proposition 3.3.1 applies. So we may assume
CG1pC3q “ teu. Now if pS is minimal, then Proposition 3.4.1 applies. So we may assume pS is
not minimal. Consider
pG “ G{Cp “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq.
Choose a 2-element subset ta, bu in S that generates pG. From the minimality of S, we see
xa, by “ pC2 ˆ C3q ˙ Cq.
after replacing a and b by conjugates. We may assume |a| ě |b| and (by conjugating if
necessary) a is in C2 ˆ C3. Then the projection of pa, bq to C2 ˆ C3 is one of the following
forms after replacing a and b with their inverses if necessary.
‚ pa2a3, a2a3q,
‚ pa2a3, a2q,
‚ pa2a3, a3q,
‚ pa3, a2q.
There are four possibilities for pa, bq:
(1) pa2a3, a2a3aqq,
(2) pa2a3, a2aqq,
(3) pa2a3, a3aqq,
(4) pa3, a2aqq.
Let c be the third element of S. We may write c “ ai
2
a
j
3
akqγp with 0 ď i ď 1, 0 ď j ď 2
and 0 ď k ď q ´ 1. Note since S X G1 “ H, we know that i and j cannot both be equal
to 0. Additionally, we have a3γpa
´1
3
“ γpτp where pτ 3 ” 1 pmod pq and pτ ı 1 pmod pq. Thuspτ 2` pτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod pq. Note that this implies pτ ı ´1 pmod pq. We have a3aqa´13 “ aqτq . By
using the same argument we can conclude that qτ ı 1 pmod qq and qτ 2 ` qτ ` 1 ” 0 pmod qq.
Note that this implies qτ ı ´1 pmod qq. Therefore, we conclude that pτ 2 ı ˘1 pmod pq, and
qτ 2 ı ˘1 pmod qq.
Case 1. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2a3aq. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1) xa, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0. Now if j ‰ 0, then
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by Lemma 2.5.2(4), xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, we may
assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2γp. We have xb, cy “ xa2a3, a2y “ G. Consider
tqb,qcu “ ta2a3, a2γpu. Therefore,
ra2a3, a2γps “ a2a3a2γpa
´1
3
a2γ
´1
p a2 “ a3γpa
´1
3
γp “ γ
pτ`1
p .
which generates Cp. Now consider tpb,pcu “ ta2a3aq, a2u, then
ra2a3aq, a2s “ a2a3aqa2a
´1
q a
´1
3
a2a2 “ a3a
´2
q a
´1
3
“ a´2qτq
which generates Cq. Therefore, xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Case 2. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a2aq. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1), xa, cy “ G which
contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0.
Subcase 2.1. Assume j ‰ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary.
Then c “ ai
2
a3γp. We have xb, cy “ xa2, a
i
2
a3y “ G. Consider tpb,pcu “ ta2aq, ai2a3u. We have
ra2aq, a
i
2
a3s “ a2aqa
i
2
a3a
´1
q a2a
´1
3
ai
2
“ a´1q a
i`1
2
a3a
´1
q a
´1
3
ai`1
2
“ a´1q a3a
¯1
q a
´1
3
“ a´1¯qτq
which generates Cq. Now consider tqb,qcu “ ta2, ai2a3γpu. We have
ra2, a
i
2
a3γps “ a2a
i
2
a3γpa2γ
´1
p a
´1
3
ai
2
“ ai`1
2
a3γ
2
pa
´1
3
ai`1
2
“ γ˘2pτp
which generates Cp. Therefore, xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 2.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2ˆC3, then a “ a2a3
and b “ c “ a2. Thus, |a| “ 6 and |b| “ |c| “ 2. We have C “ ppa, bq
2, a, cq as a Hamiltonian
cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of
G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq
contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ pabq2pacq
” a2a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2 pmod Cpq
“ a3aqa3aqa3
“ aqτ`qτ2q
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 3. Assume a “ a2a3 and b “ a3aq. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.2(1), xa, cy “ G which
contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0.
Subcase 3.1. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
3
γp. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.2(2),
xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 3.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2γp. We have xb, cy “ xa3, a2y “ G.
Consider tqb,qcu “ ta3, a2γpu. Then we have
ra3, a2γps “ a3a2γpa
´1
3
γ´1p a2 “ a3γ
´1
p a
´1
3
γp “ γ
´pτ`1
p
which generates Cp. Now consider tpb,pcu “ ta3aq, a2u. Thus,
ra3aq, a2s “ a3aqa2a
´1
q a
´1
3
a2 “ a3a
2
qa
´1
3
“ a2qτq
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which generates Cq. Therefore, xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 3.3. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with
c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a3γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then we have a “ a2a3, b “ c “ a3.
Thus, |a| “ 6 and |b| “ |c| “ 3. We have C “ pc, b, a, b
´2
, a´1q as a Hamiltonian cycle
in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the only generator of G
that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpCq
contains Cp. Also,
VpCq “ cbab´2a´1
” a3 ¨ a3aq ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´1
q a
´1
3
a´1q a
´1
3
¨ a´1
3
a2 pmod Cpq
“ a2
3
aqa3aqa
´1
3
aqa
´2
3
“ aqτ2`1`qτ´1q
“ aqτ2`1´qτ2q
“ aq
which generates Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. So, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 4. Assume a “ a3 and b “ a2aq.
Subcase 4.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c
with c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a3a
k
qγp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3. Then we have a “ c “ a3
and b “ a2. This implies that |a| “ |c| “ 3 and |b| “ 2. We have C “ pc
´2, b, a2, bq as a
Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpCq “ c´2ba2b
” γ´1p a
´1
3
γ´1p a
´1
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
2
3
¨ a2 pmod Cqq
“ γ´1p a
´1
3
γ´1p a3
“ γ´1´pτ´1p
which generates Cp. Also
VpCq “ c´2ba2b
” a´kq a
´1
3
a´kq a
´1
3
¨ a2aq ¨ a
2
3
¨ a2aq pmod Cpq
“ a´kq a
´1
3
a´kq a
´1
3
a´1q a
2
3
aq
“ a´k´kqτ´1´qτ´2`1q .
If k “ 2, then
a´k´kqτ´1´qτ´2`1q “ a´2´2qτ
´1´qτ´2`1
q “ a
´pqτ´1`1q2
q
which generates Cq. So we may assume k ‰ 2 and the subgroup generated by VpCq does not
contain Cq, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies. Therefore,
0 ” ´k ´ kqτ´1 ´ qτ´2 ` 1 pmod qq
“ p1´ kq ´ kqτ´1 ´ qτ´2.
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Multiplying by qτ 2, we have
0 ” p1´ kqqτ 2 ´ kqτ ´ 1 pmod qq.(4.1A)
We can replace qτ with qτ´1 in the above equation, by replacing a3,a and c with their
inverses.
0 ” p1´ kqqτ´2 ´ kqτ´1 ´ 1 pmod qq.
Multiplying by qτ 2, then
0 ” p1´ kq ´ kqτ ´ qτ 2 pmod qq.
By subtracting 4.1A from the above equation, we have
0 ” pk ´ 2qqτ 2 ` p2´ kq pmod qq.
This implies that qτ 2 ” 1 pmod qq, a contradiction.
Subcase 4.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0. If k ‰ 0, then c “ a2a
k
qγp. Thus, by
Lemma 2.5.2(3), xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume
k “ 0. Then c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ C3, then a “ a3 and b “ c “ a2. We have
C “ pa2, b, a´2, cq as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in
C, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that
the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Similarly, since there is one occurrence of b in
C, and it is the only generator of G that contains aq, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that
the subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cq. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is
G1. So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 4.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. If k ‰ 0, then c “ a2a
j
3
akqγp. Thus, by
Lemma 2.5.2(3), xa, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume
k “ 0. We may also assume j “ 1, by replacing c with c´1 if necessary. Then c “ a2a3γp.
We have xb, cy “ xa2, a2a3y “ G. Consider tpb,pcu “ ta2aq, a2a3u. Then we have
ra2aq, a2a3s “ a2aqa2a3a
´1
q a2a
´1
3
a2 “ a
´1
q a3a
´1
q a
´1
3
“ a´1´qτq
which generates Cq. Now consider tqb,qcu “ ta2, a2a3γpu. Then
ra2, a2a3γps “ a2a2a3γpa2γ
´1
p a
´1
3
a2 “ a3γ
2
pa
´1
3
“ γ2pτp
which generates Cp. Therefore, xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. 
3.8. Assume |S| “ 3 and G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp.
In this subsection we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 where, |S| “ 3 and G1 “ C3 ˆ Cp.
Recall G “ G{G1, pG “ G{Cp and ÐÑG “ G{C3.
Proposition 3.8.1. Assume
‚ G “ pC2 ˆ Cqq ˙ pC3 ˆ Cpq,
‚ |S| “ 3.
Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let S “ ta, b, cu. Since Cq centralizes C3 and ZpGqXG
1 “ teu (by Proposition 2.3.6(2)),
then C2 inverts C3. Now if pS is minimal, then Lemma 2.4.6 applies. So we may assume pS is
not minimal. Consider
pG “ G{Cp “ pC2 ˆ Cqq ˙ C3.
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Choose a 2-element subset ta, bu in S that generates pG. From the minimality of S we see
xa, by “ pC2 ˆ Cqq ˙ C3.
after replacing a and b with conjugates. Then the projection of pa, bq to C2 ˆ Cq has one of
the following forms:
‚ pa2aq, a2a
m
q q, where 1 ď m ď q ´ 1,
‚ pa2aq, a2q,
‚ pa2aq, a
m
q q, where 1 ď m ď q ´ 1,
‚ pa2, aqq.
Thus, there are four different possibilities for pa, bq after assuming, without loss of generality,
that a P C2 ˆ Cq:
(1) pa2aq, a2a
m
q a3q,
(2) pa2aq, a2a3q,
(3) pa2aq, a
m
q a3q,
(4) pa2, aqa3q.
Let c be the third element of S. We may write c “ ai
2
ajqa
k
3
γp with 0 ď i ď 1, 0 ď j ď q´1 and
0 ď k ď 2. Since Cq centralizes C3, we may assume Cq does not centralize Cp, for otherwise
Lemma 2.4.8 applies. Now we have aqγpa
´1
q “ γ
pτ
p , where pτ q ” 1 pmod pq. We also havepτ ı 1 pmod pq. Since pτ q ” 1 pmod pq, this implies
pτ q´1 ` pτ q´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1 ” 0 pmod pq.
Note that this implies pτ ı ´1 pmod pq.
Case 1. Assume a “ a2aq and b “ a2a
m
q a3. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.3(1) xa, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0. Now if i ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.3(3) xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, we may assume
i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ ajqγp.
Consider G “ C2 ˆ Cq. Then we have a “ a2aq, b “ a2a
m
q and c “ a
j
q. We may assume
m is odd by replacing b with b´1 (and m with q ´ m) if necessary. Note that this implies
b “ am. Also, we have |a| “ |b| “ 2q and |c| “ q.
Subcase 1.1. Assume m “ 1. Then a “ b. We have
C “ pcq´1, b, c´pq´1q, a´1q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains a3, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains C3. Now by considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or
not we have
VpCq “ cq´1bc´pq´1qa´1
” pajqγpq
q´1 ¨ a2aq ¨ pa
j
qγpq
´pq´1q ¨ a´1q a2 pmod C3q
“ γpτ j`pτ2j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´1qjp apq´1qjq a2aqa´pq´1qjq γ´ppτ
j`pτ2j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´1qjq
p a
´1
q a2
“ γpτ jp1`pτ j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´2qjqp aqγ¯pτ
jp1`pτ j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´2qjq
p a
´1
q .
Now if pτ j ı 1 pmod pq, then
VpCq “ γpτ jp1`pτ j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´2qjqp aqγ¯pτ
jp1`pτ j`¨¨¨`pτ pq´2qjq
p a
´1
q
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“ γpτ jpppτ j qq´1´1q{ppτ j´1q¯pτ j`1pppτ jqq´1´1q{ppτ j´1qp
“ γpτ jpppτ´jq´1q{ppτ j´1q¯pτ j`1pppτ´jq´1q{ppτ j´1qp
“ γp1´pτ jqp1¯pτ q{ppτ j´1qp
“ γ´p1¯pτqp .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore, pτ j ” 1 pmod pq or pτ ” ˘1 pmod pq. The second case is impossible. So we must
have pτ j ” 1 pmod pq. We also know that pτ q ” 1 pmod pq. So pτd ” 1 pmod pq, where
d “ gcdpj, qq. Since 1 ď j ď q ´ 1, then d “ 1, which contradicts the fact that pτ ı 1
pmod pq.
Subcase 1.2. Assume m ‰ 1 and j “ 2. Then c “ a2qγp. We have
C “ pb, c´pm´1q{2, a, cpm´1q{2, a2q´m´1q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains a3, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains C3. Considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or not we
have
VpCq “ bc´pm´1q{2acpm´1q{2a2q´m´1
” a2a
m
q ¨ pa
2
qγpq
´pm´1q{2 ¨ a2aq ¨ pa
2
qγpq
pm´1q{2 ¨ a2q´m´1q pmod C3q
“ a2a
m
q pγ
pτ2`ppτ2q2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´1q{2
p a
pm´1q
q q
´1a2aqpγ
pτ2`ppτ2q2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´1q{2
p a
pm´1q
q qa
´m´1
q
“ a2a
m
q a
´m`1
q γ
´pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´3q{2q
p a2aqγ
pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´3q{2q
p a
´2
q
“ aqγ
˘pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`pτ2qpm´3q{2
p aqγ
pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`pτ2qpm´3q{2
p a
´2
q
“ γ˘pτ3ppτm´1´1q{ppτ2´1q`pτ4ppτm´1´1q{ppτ2´1qp
“ γpτ3ppτm´1´1qp˘1`pτ q{ppτ2´1qp .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore, pτm´1 ” 1 pmod pq. We also know that pτ q ” 1 pmod pq. So pτd ” 1 pmod pq,
where d “ gcdpm´ 1, qq. Since 2 ď m ď q ´ 1, then d “ 1, which contradicts the fact that
pτ ı 1 pmod pq.
Subcase 1.3. Assume m ‰ 1 and j ‰ 2. We may also assume j is an even number, by
replacing c with its inverse and j with q ´ j if necessary. This implies that c “ aj . We have
C “ pb, c, a, c´1, b
´1
, am´2, c, a´pj´3q, c, a2q´m´j´2q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpCq “ bcac´1b´1am´2ca´pj´3qca2q´m´j´2
” a2a3 ¨ a2 ¨ a
´1
3
a2 ¨ a
m´2
2
¨ a
´pj´3q
2
¨ a2q´m´j´2
2
pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ a2a3a2a
´1
3
“ a´2
3
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which generates C3. Also considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or not we have
VpCq “ bcac´1b´1am´2ca´pj´3qca2q´m´j´2
” a2a
m
q ¨ a
j
qγp ¨ a2aq ¨ γ
´1
p a
´j
q ¨ a
´m
q a2
¨ a2a
m´2
q ¨ a
j
qγp ¨ a
´j`3
q a2 ¨ a
j
qγp ¨ a2a
2q´m´j´2
q pmod C3q
“ am`jq γ
˘1
p aqγ
´1
p a
´2
q γpa
3
qγ
˘1
p a
´m´j´2
q
“ γ˘pτm`j´pτm`j`1`pτm`j´1˘pτm`j`2p
“ γpτm`j´1p˘pτ3´pτ2˘pτ`1qp .
So we may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5
applies. Then we have
0 ” ˘pτ 3 ´ pτ 2 ˘ pτ ` 1 pmod pq.
Let t “ pτ if C2 centralizes Cp and t “ ´pτ if C2 inverts Cp. Then
0 ” t3 ´ t2 ` t` 1 pmod pq.(1.3A)
We can replace t with t´1 in the above equation after replacing ta, b, cu with their inverses,
then
0 ” t´3 ´ t´2 ` t´1 ` 1 pmod pq.
Multiplying by t3, we have
0 ” 1´ t` t2 ` t3 pmod pq
“ t3 ` t2 ´ t ` 1.
By subtracting 1.3A from the above equation, we have
0 ” 2t2 ´ 2t pmod pq
“ 2tpt´ 1q
This implies that t ” 1 pmod pq which contradicts the fact that pτ ı ˘1 pmod pq.
Case 2. Assume a “ a2aq and b “ a2a3. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.3(1) xa, cy “ G which
contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0.
Subcase 2.1. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ ajqγp. We may assume j is an odd number,
by replacing c with its inverse and j with q´ j if necessary. Consider G “ C2ˆ Cq. Then we
have a “ a2aq, b “ a2 and c “ a
j
q. Also, we have |a| “ 2q, |b| “ 2 and |c| “ q. Now if j ‰ 1,
then we have
C “ pc, a´1, b, a2, b, c´1, aj´3, b, a´pq´4q, b, aq´j´2q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate the voltage of C.
VpCq “ ca´1ba2bc´1aj´3ba´pq´4qbaq´j´2
” a2 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a
2
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a
j´3
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´pq´4q
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a
q´j´2
2
pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ a3a2a3a2a3a2a2a3
“ a2
3
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which generates C3. By considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or not, we have
VpCq “ ca´1ba2bc´1aj´3ba´pq´4qbaq´j´2
” ajqγp ¨ a
´1
q a2 ¨ a2 ¨ a
2
q ¨ a2 ¨ γ
´1
p a
´j
q ¨ a
j´3
q ¨ a2 ¨ a2a
´q`4
q ¨ a2 ¨ a
q´j´2
q pmod C3q
“ ajqγpaqγ
¯1
p a
´j´1
q
“ γpτ j¯pτ j`1p
“ γpτ jp1¯pτ qp
which generates Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1. Thus, Factor Group
Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
So we may assume j “ 1, then c “ aqγp and c “ aq. We have
C1 “ ppb, cq
q´1, b, aq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC1q “ pbcq
q´1ba
” pa2a3q
q´1 ¨ a2a3 ¨ a2 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ a´1
3
which generates C3. If C2 centralizes Cp, then
VpC1q “ pbcq
q´1ba
” pa2 ¨ aqγpq
q´1 ¨ a2 ¨ a2aq pmod C3q
“ paqγpq
q´1aq
“ γpτ`pτ2`¨¨¨`pτq´1p
“ γ´1p
which generates Cp. So in this case, the subgroup generated by VpC1q is G
1. Thus, Factor
Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Now if C2 inverts Cp, then
VpC1q “ pbcq
q´1ba
” pa2 ¨ aqγpq
q´1 ¨ a2 ¨ a2aq pmod C3q
“ γ´pτ`pτ2´¨¨¨´pτq´2`pτq´1p .
Since pτ ı ´1 pmod pq, then
VpC1q “ γ
´pτ`pτ2´¨¨¨´pτq´2`pτq´1
p
“ γppτq`1q{ppτ`1q´1p .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore, since pτ q ” 1 pmod pq, then
0 ” ppτ q ` 1q{ppτ ` 1q ´ 1 pmod pq
“ 2{ppτ ` 1q ´ 1.
This implies that pτ ” 1 pmod pq, which is impossible.
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Subcase 2.2. Assume j “ 0. Then i ‰ 0 and c “ a2γp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ Cq. Then we
have a “ a2aq and b “ c “ a2. This implies that |a| “ 2q and |b| “ |c| “ 2. We have
C “ pc, aq´1, b, a´pq´1qq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains a3, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpCq contains C3. Similarly, since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it
is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the
subgroup generated by VpCq contains Cp. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpCq is G
1.
So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Subcase 2.3. Assume i ‰ 0 and j ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
qγp. Consider G “ C2 ˆ Cq. Then we
have a “ a2aq, b “ a2 and c “ a2a
j
q. This implies that |a| “ |c| “ 2q and |b| “ 2. We may
assume j is even by replacing c with its inverse and j with q ´ j if necessary.
Suppose, for the moment, that j “ q ´ 1, then c “ a2a
´1
q γp and c “ a
´1. We have
C1 “ pc, b, pa
´1, bqq´1q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpC1q contains Cp. Also,
VpC1q “ cbpa
´1bqq´1
” a2 ¨ a2a3 ¨ pa2 ¨ a2a3q
q´1 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ aq
3
which generates C3. Therefore, the subgroup generated by VpC1q contains G
1. Thus, Factor
Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
So we may assume j ‰ q ´ 1. Then we have
C2 “ pc, a
q´j´1, b, a´q`j`1, pa´1, bqjq
and
C3 “ pc, a
q´j´2, b, a´q`j`2, pa´1, bqj´1, a´2, b, aq
as Hamiltonian cycles in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C2, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpC2q contains Cp. Also,
VpC2q “ ca
q´j´1ba´q`j`1pa´1bqj
” a2 ¨ a
q´j´1
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´q`j`1
2
¨ aj
3
pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ aj`1
3
.
We may assume this does not generate C3, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Then j ” ´1 pmod 3q.
Since there is one occurrence of c in C3, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp,
then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup generated by VpC3q contains Cp. Also,
VpC3q “ ca
q´j´2ba´q`j`2pa´1bqj´1a´2ba
” a2 ¨ a
q´j´2
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a
´q`j`2
2
¨ aj´1
3
¨ a´2
2
¨ a2a3 ¨ a2 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
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“ a2a3a2a
j´1
3
a2a3a2
“ aj´3
3
“ aj
3
Since j ” ´1 pmod 3q, this generates C3. So, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Case 3. Assume a “ a2aq and b “ a
m
q a3. If k ‰ 0, then by Lemma 2.5.3(1) xa, cy “ G
which contradicts the minimality of S. So we can assume k “ 0. Now if i ‰ 0, then by
Lemma 2.5.3(3) xb, cy “ G which contradicts the minimality of S. Therefore, we may assume
i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ ajqγp. Consider G “ C2ˆ Cq. Then we have a “ a2aq, b “ a
m
q and
c “ ajq.
Suppose, for the moment, that m “ j. Then b “ c. We have
C1 “ pc
´1, b
´pq´2q
, a´1, b
q´1
, aq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of c in C1, and it is the
only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpC1q contains Cp. Also,
VpC1q “ c
´1b´pq´2qa´1bq´1a
” a
´pq´2q
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
q´1
3
¨ a2 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ a´2q`3
3
“ a´2q
3
which generates C3, because gcdp2q, 3q “ 1. So, the subgroup generated by VpC1q is G
1.
Therefore, Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
So we may assume m ‰ j. We may also assume m and j are even, by replacing tb, cu with
their inverses, m with q ´m, and j with q ´ j if necessary. Now suppose, for the moment,
j “ 2. Then we have c “ a2qγp. We also have
C2 “ pb, c
´pm´2q{2, a´1, cm{2, a2q´m´1q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Since there is one occurrence of b in C2, and it is the
only generator of G that contains a3, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we conclude that the subgroup
generated by VpC2q contains C3. Now by considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or
not, we have
VpC2q “ bc
´pm´2q{2a´1cm{2a2q´m´1
” amq ¨ pa
2
qγpq
´pm´2q{2 ¨ a´1q a2 ¨ pa
2
qγpq
m{2 ¨ a2q´m´1
2
a2q´m´1q pmod C3q
“ amq pγ
pτ2`ppτ2q2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´2q{2
p a
pm´2q
q q
´1a´1q a2pγ
pτ2`ppτ2q2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qm{2
p a
m
q qa2a
´m´1
q
“ amq a
´pm´2q
q γ
´pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´4q{2q
p a
´1
q γ
˘pτ2p1`pτ2`¨¨¨`ppτ2qpm´2q{2q
p a
m
q a
´m´1
q .
Since pτ 2 ´ 1 ı 0 pmod pq, then
VpC2q “ a
2
qγ
´pτ2ppτm´2´1q{ppτ2´1q
p a
´1
q γ
˘pτ2ppτm´1q{ppτ2´1q
p a
´1
q
“ γ´pτ4ppτm´2´1q{ppτ2´1q˘pτ3ppτm´1q{ppτ2´1qp
“ γpτ3p1¯pτ qp´pτm´1¯1q{ppτ2´1qp .
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We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore, pτ ” ˘1 pmod pq or pτm´1 ” ˘1 pmod pq. The first case is impossible. So we
may assume pτm´1 ” ˘1 pmod pq. Thus, pτ 2pm´1q ” 1 pmod pq. We also know that pτ q ” 1
pmod pq. So we have pτd ” 1 pmod pq, where d “ gcdp2pm´ 1q, qq. Since gcdp2, qq “ 1 and
2 ď m ď q ´ 1, then d “ 1, which contradicts the fact that pτ ı 1 pmod pq.
So we may assume j ‰ 2. We have
C3 “ pb, c, a, c
´1, b
´1
, am´2, c, a´pj´3q, c, a2q´m´j´2q
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC3q “ bcac
´1b´1am´2ca´pj´3qca2q´m´j´2
” a3 ¨ a2 ¨ a
´1
3
¨ am´2
2
¨ a´j`3
2
¨ a2q´m´j´2
2
pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ a2
3
which generates C3. Also, by considering the fact that C2 might centralize Cp or not, we have
VpC3q “ bcac
´1b´1am´2ca´pj´3qca2q´m´j´2
” amq ¨ a
j
qγp ¨ a2aq ¨ γ
´1
p a
´j
q ¨ a
´m
q ¨ a
m´2
2
am´2q
¨ ajqγp ¨ a
´j`3
q a
´j`3
2
¨ ajqγp ¨ a
2q´m´j´2
2
a2q´m´j´2q pmod C3q
“ am`jq γpa2aqγ
´1
p a
´2
q γpa
3
qa2γpa
´m´j´2
q
“ am`jq γpaqγ
¯1
p a
´2
q γ
˘1
p a
3
qγpa
´m´j´2
q
“ γpτm`j¯pτm`j`1˘pτm`j´1`pτm`j`2p
“ γpτm`j´1ppτ3¯pτ2`pτ˘1qp .
We may assume this does not generate Cp, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore,
0 ” pτ 3 ¯ pτ 2 ` pτ ˘ 1 pmod pq.
If C2 centralizes Cp, then
0 ” pτ 3 ´ pτ 2 ` pτ ` 1 pmod pq.(3A)
We can replace pτ with pτ´1 in the above equation after replacing ta, b, cu with their inverses
in the Hamiltonian cycle, then
0 ” pτ´3 ´ pτ´2 ` pτ´1 ` 1 pmod pq.
Multiplying by pτ 3, we have
0 ” 1´ pτ ` pτ 2 ` pτ 3 pmod pq
“ pτ 3 ` pτ 2 ´ pτ ` 1.
Subtracting 3A from the above equation we have
0 ” 2pτ 2 ´ 2pτ pmod pq
“ 2pτ ppτ ´ 1q
which is impossible, because pτ ı 1 pmod pq.
Now if C2 inverts Cp, then
0 ” pτ 3 ` pτ 2 ` pτ ´ 1 pmod pq.(3B)
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We can replace pτ with pτ´1 in the above equation after replacing ta, b, cu with their inverses.
Then
0 ” pτ´3 ` pτ´2 ` pτ´1 ´ 1 pmod pq.
Multiplying by pτ 3, then
0 ” 1` pτ ` pτ 2 ´ pτ 3 pmod pq
“ ´pτ 3 ` pτ 2 ` pτ ` 1.
By adding 3B and the above equation, we have
0 ” 2ppτ 2 ` pτ q pmod pq
“ 2pτ ppτ ` 1q
which is also impossible, because pτ ı ´1 pmod pq.
Case 4. Assume a “ a2 and b “ aqa3.
Subcase 4.1. Assume i ‰ 0. Then c “ a2a
j
qa
k
3
γp. By Lemma 2.5.3(2) xb, cy “ G which
contradicts the minimality of S.
Subcase 4.2. Assume i “ 0. Then j ‰ 0 and c “ ajqa
k
3
γp. We may assume j is even by
replacing c with its inverse and j with q ´ j if necessary. Consider G “ C2 ˆ Cq. Then we
have a “ a2, b “ aq and c “ a
j
q. This implies that |a| “ 2 and |b| “ |c| “ q. We have
C1 “ pc, b
q´j´1
, c, b
´pj´2q
, a, b
q´1
, aq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. Now we calculate its voltage.
VpC1q “ cb
q´j´1cb´pj´2qabq´1a
” ajqγp ¨ a
q´j´1
q ¨ a
j
qγp ¨ a
´j`2
q ¨ a2 ¨ a
q´1
q ¨ a2 pmod C3q
“ ajqγpa
´1
q γpa
´j`1
q
“ γpτ j´1ppτ`1qp
which generates Cp. Also
VpC1q “ cb
q´j´1cb´pj´2qabq´1a
” ak
3
¨ aq´j´1
3
¨ ak
3
¨ a´j`2
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
q´1
3
¨ a2 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ ak`q´j´1`k´j`2´q`1
3
“ a
2pk´j`1q
3
.
We may assume this does not generate C3, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Then
0 ” k ´ j ` 1 pmod 3q.(4.2A)
We also have
C2 “ pc, a, pb, aq
q´j´1, b
j
, a, b
´pj´1q
q
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as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. We calculate its voltage. Since there is one occurrence
of c in C2, and it is the only generator of G that contains γp, then by Lemma 2.2.7 we
conclude that the subgroup generated by VpC2q contains Cp. Also,
VpC2q “ capbaq
q´j´1bjab´pj´1q
” ak
3
¨ a2 ¨ pa3a2q
q´j´1 ¨ aj
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
´j`1
3
pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ ak´2j`1
3
.
We may assume this does not generate C3, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Therefore,
0 ” k ´ 2j ` 1 pmod 3q.
By subtracting the above equation from 4.2A we have j ” 0 pmod 3q.
Now we have
C3 “ pc, a, b
q´j´1
, a, b
´pq´j´2q
, c´1, b
j´2
, a, b
´pj´1q
, aq
as a Hamiltonian cycle in CaypG;Sq. We calculate its voltage.
VpC3q “ cab
q´j´1ab´pq´j´2qc´1bj´2ab´pj´1qa
” ajqγp ¨ a2 ¨ a
q´j´1
q ¨ a2 ¨ a
´q`j`2
q ¨ γ
´1
p a
´j
q ¨ a
j´2
q ¨ a2 ¨ a
´j`1
q ¨ a2 pmod C3q
“ ajqγpaqγ
´1
p a
´j´1
q
“ γpτ jp1´pτqp .
which generates Cp. Also
VpC3q “ cab
q´j´1ab´pq´j´2qc´1bj´2ab´pj´1qa
” ak
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
q´j´1
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
´q`j`2
3
¨ a´k
3
¨ aj´2
3
¨ a2 ¨ a
´j`1
3
¨ a2 pmod Cq ˙ Cpq
“ ak´q`j`1´q`j`2´k`j´2`j´1
3
“ a´2q`4j
3
.
We may assume this does not generate C3, for otherwise Factor Group Lemma 2.2.5 applies.
Then
0 ” ´2q ` 4j pmod 3q
“ q ` j
We already know j ” 0 pmod 3q. By substituting this in the above equation, we have q ” 0
pmod 3q which contradicts the fact that gcdpq, 3q “ 1. 
3.9. Assume |S| ě 4.
In this subsection we prove the following general result that includes the part of The-
orem 1.3, where |S| ě 4 (see Assumption 3.0.1). Unlike in the other subsections of this
section, we do not assume |G| “ 6pq.
Proposition 3.9.1. Assume |G| is a product of four distinct primes and S is a minimal
generating set of G, where |S| ě 4. Then CaypG;Sq contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
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Proof. Suppose S “ ts1, s2, ..., sku and let Gi “ xs1, s2, ..., siy for i “ 1, 2, ..., k. Since S is
minimal, we know teu Ă G1 Ă G2 Ă ...Gk “ G. Therefore, the number of prime factors of
|Gi| is at least i. Since |G| “ p1p2p3q is the product of only 4 primes, and k “ |S| ě 4, we
can conclude that |Gi| has exactly i prime factors, for all i. This implies that |S| “ 4. This
also implies every element of S has prime order.
Since |G| is square-free, we know that G1 is cyclic (see Proposition 2.3.6(1)), so G1 ‰ G.
We may assume |G1| ‰ 1, for otherwise G is abelian, so Lemma 2.2.1 applies. Also, if |G1| is
equal to a prime number, then Theorem 2.2.2 applies. So we may assume |G1| has at least
two prime factors. Therefore, the number of prime factors of |G1| is either 2 or 3.
Case 1. Assume |G1| has only two prime factors. This implies |G| “ p1p2, where p1 and
p2 are two distinct primes. Suppose s P S, then s P S. We know that |s| ‰ 1 (see
Assumption 3.0.1(6)). Now since every element of S has prime order, then |s| is either p1 or
p2. Also, every element of order p1 must commute with every element of order p2, because
the subgroup H generated by any element of S that has order p1, together with any element
of S that has order p2 has exactly two prime factors, so |H | “ p1p2, H
1 Ď G1, and |G1| “ p3p4.
Thus, |H 1| “ 1. Let Sp1 be the elements of order p1 in S, and let Sp2 be the elements of
order p2. Also let Hp1 and Hp2 be the subgroups generated by Sp1 and Sp2 , respectively.
This implies that CaypG;Sq – CaypGp1;Sp1q ˝CaypGp2;Sp2q. Therefore, CaypG;Sq contains
a Hamiltonian cycle (see Corollary 2.2.10).
Case 2. Assume |G1| has three prime factors. We may write (see Proposition 2.3.6(3))
G “ Cq ˙G
1 “ Cq ˙ pCp1 ˆ Cp2 ˆ Cp3q,
where p1, p2, p3 and q are distinct primes. Note that G
1 X ZpGq “ teu (see Proposi-
tion 2.3.6(2)). Now we may assume xs4y “ Cq. Since |xsi, s4y| has only two prime factors (for
1 ď i ď 3), we must have si “ s
ki
4
api (after permuting p1, p2, p3), where api is a generator of
Cpi . We may also assume SXG
1 “ H (see Lemma 2.2.11), so ki ı 0 pmod qq. Now consider
G2 “ xs1, s2y “ xs
k1
4
ap1, s
k2
4
ap2y.
Since Cp1 is a normal subgroup in G, we can consider G2 “ G2{Cp1 , then ts1, s2u “
tsk1
4
, sk2
4
ap2u. We have
s
k´1
2
4
“ psk1
4
qk
´1
1
k´1
2 “ s
k´1
1
k´1
2
1
.
Multiplying by s2, then
ap2 “ s
k´1
2
4
¨ sk2
4
ap2 “ s
k´1
1
k´1
2
1
s2 P G2.
Since ap2 generates Cp2 , this implies |G2| is divisible by p2. Similarly, we can show that |G2|
is divisible by p1. Also, |s1| “ q, so |G2| is divisible by q. Therefore, |G2| has three prime
factors, which is a contradiction. 
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